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sunda1u-- ----------Cambridge, MA - Lesbian Ch ildren of Alcoholics Al-Anon. 6pm, Living
room. Clark Bldg., Mt. Auburn Hospital.

Portsmouth, NH - Seacoast Gay Men . 7pm (except 1st monday ot the
month and holidays) Unitarian Universalist Church. 292 State St., sidedoor basement. Info: Mark Miller (207) 646-2748 or write . SGM. PO Box
1394, Portsmouth 03801.
Natick, MA' - Gentle EmpC1werment Together: lesbian support/discussion group . 7-8:30pm, Natick YWCA, 231 Bacon St
Cambridge, MA - Lesbian mothers and co-parents rap: thi rd Monday
of the month. 8pm. Daughters of Bilitis, 1151 Mass Ave .. Old Cambridge Baptist Church. Info 661-3633.
Boston, MA "Musically Speaking," women's music and ideas.
WMBR. 88.1FM, 8-10PM.
Boston, MA - "The Woman's Talk Show " WRBB, 104.9 FM 6-7PM.
Music, information, interviews.
Waltham, MA - Triskelion , the Brandeis Gav/Lesbian Coalition.
General discussion group at 9pm. Into: 647-4838.
Nashua, NH - Nashua Area Gays meet at 8pm Info: Tony 424-3252. or
write: Nashua Area Gays, Box 3472. Nashua 03061 .
Storrs, CT - Eastern Conn Christian Gay/Lesbian Concerned meets at
Waggoner Chapel of Storrs Cong. Church on UConn campus
lnfo:742-3030 and 872-6531. Meets 2nd and 4th Mons. at 7pm

Boston, MA - Boston Alliance at Gay and Lesbian Youth (BAGLY) dropin center for youth 22 and under from 3 30-5pm at Evangelist Church, 35
Bowdoin St. (Beacon Hill) Info: 497-8282. Please send all BAGL Y mail to:
GCN, Box 10GY. 167 Tremont St.. Boston 02111. See Wed listings for
rap meeting.
Boston, MA - A support group including deaf and differently abled
women. Free brunch. Captioned movies. entertainment and interpreters.
Every third Sunday at Somewhere Else. 295 Franklin St. Info:
(617)423-7730.
Cambr,jdge, MA - Gay Volleyball 6:30 to 7:30PM. warm-up and drills.
7:30 to 9:30PM, play Various levels. Into/location: Jay 262-4896 or
Harry 536-4540
Burlington, VT - Gay Volleyball. 5:30 to 7:30PM. lnfo:(802) 482-3528
or (802) 862-4019.
Bangor, ME- Gay AA meeting, 4PM. 126 Union St. ,
Boston, MA - "Boston's Other Voice," WROR, 98.5 FM. 12:30AM.
Boston, MA - "Musically speaking." Women's music. ideas.
announcements. WMBR. 88 .1 FM. 1·3pm.
West of Boston, MA - West of Boston Lesbians. Social events on Sunday atternoons. twice_ a month New members welcome. Info: Amy
486-8848 or Dorothy 875-1108
Cambric/ye, MA - Black and White Men Together of Boston 2nd Sunday
ot each month. Info: Tom 536-3392 or Dick 247-3043.
Cambridge, MA - Overeaters Anonymous . lesbian meeting. Old Cambridge Baptist Church. 1151 Mass. Ave (Harvard Sq ) 7 30pm DOB of·
!ice.
Orleans, MA - Shoreline, a social group alternativ·e to the bars on Cape
Cod. meets 2nd Sundays. Into: Box 1614 Orleans 02653
Concord, NH - Concord Area Gay Youth. Support group for youth
16-22. Rap session and social time. Info: Ron 225-5622.
Keene, NH - Potlucks and other tun get -togethers tor lesbians. 1st Sundays (2pm) and 3rd Tuesdays or Wednesdays (6pm). Into: Keene Klondykes. Box 261, Gilsum 03448
Central, VT - Central Vermont Gay Men (CVGM) meets 1st Sunday ot
tlle month tor socializing. business and a meal. Into: Box 42 . Barre
05641.
Northern VT /NH - League of Gays (LOGS) meets 3rd Sundays. Info:
(802) 626-3618 or write: Box 703. St. Johnsbury 05819.
Orono, ME - Wilde-Stern Club. Social/ support group for lesbians and
gay men Informal. fnendly and open meetings. South Bangor lounge,
Memonal Union. UMO. 7pm.
Augusta, ME - Interweave. a support/social/political group for gay
men and lesbians. Meets last Sundays of the month. Potluck 6:30PM,
program follows. All Souls Unitarian , 11 King St.
Bennington, VT - Lesbian/Gay Christians meet for interdenominational
bible study, prayer and discussion. lnfo:588-6564 .
Gardner, MA - New Direction. St. Michael's Outreach Service. 10AM.
Office hours 7-9AM and 4·10PM lnfo.(617)536-7005.
Aroostook County, ME - Northern Lambda Nord. Northern Maine and
New Brunswick support group. holds business meeting and potluck on
the last Sun . each month. Info: NLN. Box 990. Caribou 04736. Gay
Phoneline :( 207)896·5888
Boston, MA - The Metropolitan Community Church of Boston, with a
special ministry to the lesbian and gay community, meets at 7pm in the
Old West Church. 131 Cambridge St. Info: 523· 7664.
New Haven, CT - Gay Fathers of New Haven meets biweekly on Sun·
days at 7pm . Into: PO Box 5041, New Haven CT 06520.
Portland. ME -Lesbi.an Support Discussion Group. 6-8pm, ~2 Bedford
St. Info: 780-4085.

Cambridge, MA - Lesbian SIM support group every week. 7:30pm.
Info : 776-7957. Open to lesbians supportive of or into S/M .
Cambridge, MA - Boston chapter. Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays meets 1st Tuesday of the month at First Parish Unitarian Church.
630 Mass Ave . Arlington Ctr
Boston, MA - Urania: lesbian and bisexual women 's S/M support
group meets every first Tuesday ol the month 7:30pm. Info: Betsy
731 -4230 or Box 23, _89 Mass. Ave .. Boston . MA 02115.

mondav.-.- - - - - - - - - - - -

wednesdav -----------

Bangor, ME - Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition. 7:30PM ,
126 Union St (2nd and 4th Mondays)

orono. ME - Wilde-Stein Coming Out Group, 5:30PM. Ham Room,
Union Bldg. University of Maine

tuesdav-- ----------springfietd, MA - Gay and Lesbian AA. 7PM. Faith Church , Sumner
Ave. Info: 732-9283.
Boston. MA - AIDS Related Complex group. 7pm Gay and Lesbian
Counseling Service. 600 Washington St. Info 536· 7733
Cambridge, MA - Daughters of Bilitis . Discussion and social group. Old
Cambridge Baptist·-Church. t 151 Mass . Ave. (Harvard Sq.) 8pm.
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Info: 661-3633 .
Pittsfield, MA - Berkshire County Gay Coalitior.i meets 2nd and 4th
Tuesdays . Info: (413) 442-7772.
Brattleboro, VT - Southern _Vermont Lesbian and Gay Men 's Coalition
meets on the 2nd Tuesday of the month at the Common Ground Restaurant. 25 Elliot St. 7:30pm.
·
Manchester, NH- Manchester Men's Group. Weekly support group for
gay and bisexual men . 7 30pm for coffee and discussion. Into : Jack
669-0096
Portland. ME - Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous meeting at First
Parish, Unitarian. 425 Congress St. 8pm . Open to all .
Hartlord, CT - Greater Hartford Lesbian and Gay Task Force rrieets at ·
Hill Ctr .. 350 Farmington Ave. 7pm. 1st Tuesdays. Info: 249-7691.
New Llfndon, CT - New London People's Forum. Support group for gay
men and lesbians. Info: 536-3095 (4·9pm).
Boston , MA:... Nat. Ass. of Social Workers, Gay and Lesbian Task Force
meets 1st Mons at 8PM. Info: Lorrie 436-7521 or Carrie 482-0557.
Cambridge, MA - Lesbian coming out discussion group . 2nd Mon .
8PM All women welcome . Daughters of Bilitis. _1151 Mass Ave .
lnto:661-3663.
Portsmouth, NH - STD Clinic tor men and women of all sexual orientations. NH Feminist Ctr .. 232 Court St. (603) 436-7588. $15 basic fee.
Northhampton, MA - New Alexandria Lesbian Library : meeting for
those interested in being Library workers or contnbutors. 7:30-tOpm
Into: (413) 584-7616

Boston, MA - Lesbian Couple -Support Group facilitated by lesbian
couple at Aradia Counselling for Women . Info: 247-4861x58.
Boston. MA - Lesbians Ending Relationships , 6-7:30PM. Aradia
Counselling for Women. Info: 247-4861x58.
Kingston, RI - URI Gay Task Force political group and confidential support group. Info: The Women's Center. (401) 792-2997.
Boston, MA - Boston Alliance of Gay and Lesbian Youth (BAGL Y) New
persons' meeting 6:30pm: general meeting and group discussion
7-9pm . For youth 22 and under. Evangelist Church. 35 Bowdoin St.
(Beacon Hill) Info: 497-8282.
Boston, MA - Boston Gay Men's Chorus meets every week from
7-10pm, Arlington St. Church. Info : 482-6983.
Cambridge, MA - Lesbian and Gay Associated Engineers and Scien~
lists (LAGAES). Info 288-3228.
Boston, MA - Project Place orientation . Every Wed . 6:30pm , 32
Rutland Place (So End). lnfo:262-3740
Boston, MA - Lunchtime tor Lesbians Hangout/discussion group.
Come to 600 Washington St. Rm 219. Noon. Info 542-5 188
Cambridge, MA - Boston National Organization for Women (NOW) Lesbian Rights Task Force meets 4th Wednesdays at 99 Bishop Allen Dr.
(Central Sq .) Info: 661-6015
Cambridge, MA - Daughters ot Bilitis 35+ women·s discussion and
social grou p_. 7:30~m. Old Cambridge Baptist Church, 1151 Mass . Ave.
(Harvard Sq. ) 8pm. 2nd Wednesday and last Friday ot each month
Bridgewater, MA - S0uth Shore Gay and Lesbian Alliance . Info ·
293-5183.
Hampden County, MA - Social/support group for lesbians . 8pm. Info:
Debbie 532-5878 or Julie 532-4959.
Hyannis, MA - Lesbian Support Group meets 1st Wednesday of every
month. 7:30pm . New members welcome . Orientation , social meetings.
Warren Women 's Center . 298 Main St. Info: 771-6739 .
Nashua, NH - Greater Nashua Area of NH Lambda sponsors speakers
and/or raps on 2nd Wednesdays and 4th Thursdays. 7:30pm. Business
meets on 1st Saturdays . Info: (603) 889-1416
Hartford, CT - Lesbian AA meeting. Hill Ctr .. 350 Farmington Ave.
8pm. Info: 247-8797 .
Boston , MA - Mental Patients· Liberation Front: Boston City Hall, 5th
floor hearing room next to Councillor Scondras· oflice . 6:30pm . Call to
confirm meeting: 628-8438.
Boston, MA - Fathers in Transition; gay/bi fathers meeting for support
and friendship. Info: GCN . Box 6, 167 Tremont. Boston 02111
Portland, ME -Gay Parents Support Group. 7-9pm, 92 Bedford St. Info : 780-4085

thursdau-- ----------,.Boston, MA - Gay Community News always needs help on production
night when articles are proofread and pasted up. If you've done proofreading or layout and would like to volunteer , stop by 167 Tremont St.
5th Floor (5-Spm for proofing, 7:30-1 1pm for layout). Come help out
GCN and read tomorrow's news today.
Cambridge, MA - Lesbian Liberation , an open discussion group .
8-10pm . Women 's Center. 46 Pleasant St. (Central SQ.) l~fo:
354-8807
Cambridge, MA - Younger Lesbian Support Group. All women 22 and
under welcome . 4th Thurs. Daughters of B1lilis , 1151 Mass Ave
lnfo:661-3663.
Northampton, MA - Pioneer Valley People's Gay Alliance meets 1st and
3rd Thursdays at the Unitarian Society, 220 Main St. 7:30pm. Info:
(4 13) 5"84-7903 or write PO Box 181. Northampton 01061.
Bangor, ME - Gay AA meeting. 7:30PM. 126 Union St.

Hartford, CT - Gay Al-Anon meeting for lesbians and gay men at Trinity
Church Parish HGuse . Farmington Ave 7:30pm. lnl_o: 247-8797.

fridav-------------Boston , MA - Gay Community News (that's us) always needs help sending out the paper on Friday evenings , Come by tor a few hours to 167
Tremont St. 5th fl. (on the Common, near Boylston T stop) anytime after
6pm and lend a hand. Refreshments and good times! Every body well
come! Info: 426-4469. Thanks!
Cambridge , MA - Amazon Lesbian Al-Anon. Mt Auburn Hosp. Living
Rm . Clark Bldg 8-9 30pm. Newcomers meeting from 7-8pm on the 1st
Friday.
•
Pittsfield, MA - Weekly meetings of Lesbia n United Info: Women·s
Services Ctr. 499-2425.
Concord, NH - Concord Men ·s Group meets at 7:30pm lor coffee and
discussion . Info Herb 485-5612
Danbury, CT - Gay and Lesbian Alliance of Greater Danbury meets
7:30-10pm in the Green Room of First Congregational Church. corner of
Deer Hill Ave . and West St
Spriqgfield, MA - Gay and Lesbian AA, 8·30PM. Faith Church
Sumner Ave. Info: 7.32-9283 .
Keene, NH - Monadnock Gay Men , a social alternalive 7:30PM .
BYOB.munchies. business meeting 91sh. Info: 756-4226.
Hartford , CT - Your Turf. a weekly drop-in center for lesbian and gay
teenagers. 7-9pm at the Hill Ctr . 350 Farmington Ave .. upstairs Sponsored by the Coalition of Sexual M1nor it1es .
Portland , ME - Gay People's Alliance group 7-9pm. Student Union
Bldg. 92 Bedford St. lnfo:780-4085.
Portsmouth, NH -Gays Together 1n Sobriety (open discussion) . 8pm,
Unitarian Universalist Church. 292 State St.

saturdav-- -----------B,attteboro, VT - Live and Let Live . AA group, 8PM at Solar Hil.1 olf
Western Ave .
Boston, MA - Chiltern Mountain Club. Regularly scheduled sports and
outdoors events . General info John 270-1336: Linda 734-4066 : John
864-0823. Volleyball: Jay 262-4896 . Basketball: K1eran 232-7229.
Boston , MA - Front Runners/Boston Gay men and lesbian running
club . Weekly run Sat., 9:00 a.m .. Sun .. 10-30 a.m. Meet at Hatch
Shell-Esplanade . Info about weekly run: 288-4626:Front-Runners Info·
39 Milford. Boston 02118 or 451-6364.
Providence, RI - Rhode Island Gay and Lesbian Youth meets every
week from 1-5pm. For youth 14-21. Info MCC 272-9247 or Gay Help
Line 751-3322 (eves).
Bangor, ME - Interweave , a support group for gay men and lesbians.
Meets 3rd Sat. Potluck at 6pm followed by program . Unitarian Church,
Main St.
Burlington, VT - Integrity (Gay Episcopalians and their friends) meets
1st and 3rd Sat: St. Paul's Cathedral, 7:55pm. Info: Bru~e 864 7198.
Burlington, VT - Varmonters for Lesbian & Gay Rights meets at Pearl's
Restaurant (upstairs) . 1st and 3rd Sat. 6-7 :30. Info: VLGR Box 126.
Burl. 05402.
Boston, MA - Women in Music radio show: 6-10am, WERS-FM 88.9.
Lowell, MA - "Gaywaves." WJUL . 91.5 FM 10am-noon. Music . news
and interviews.
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NGTF Challenges Oklahoma

Court Hears Case Against Gay Te?chers
By Urvashi Vaid
WASHINGTON, DC --'- In a
crowded courtroom full of anxious observers, the U.S. Supreme
Court heard oral arguments on
Jan. 14 in a crucial First Amendment · case, the outcome of which
will profoundly affect both future
gay rights legislation and the free
speech rights of public employees.
At issue in · Oklahoma City
Board of Education v. National
Gay Task Force (NGTF) is the
constitutionality of an Oklahoma
law aut horizing the dismissal,
suspension or denial of employment to any teacher, student
teacher or teacher's aide who
speaks out in favor of "public or
private homosexual activitie~ or
conduct."
Enacted in early 1978, on the
heels of Anita Bryant's Save Our
Children from Homosexuality
Crusade, the Oklahoma law is
alma'st identical to the Briggs' ln-

Ginny Apuzzo, flanked by Jeff Levi (I) and Bill Rogers.
itiative, a California referendum which she appealed to them to
which voters overwhelmingly help stop "the flaunting of
defeated in late 1978 after a homosexuality.''
The law, Oklahoma Statute Timassive grassroots.educational effort by gay and lesbian- activists. tle 70, Section 60-103.15, allows
Bryant, a former Miss Oklahoma, the firing of a teacher for public
urged the law be passed in a gay sex or "public homosexual
speech to the Oklahoma Senate in conduct." In- the pivotal provision

Test Remains Inconclusive

CDC Issues HTLV-111
Screening Guidelines
By Christine Guilfoy
BOSTON, MA-The federal to donate blood to get free testing individual in a high-risk group
Centers for Disease Control for themselves." Page said the tests positively or negatively for
(CDC) has issued provisional Red Cross would not draw the the antibody, the advice given in
guidelines for sceening donated samples, but would test those terms of health and behavior reblood for the HTLV-111 antibody. samples sent to them from "insti- main the same.
One of the issues in taking the
Although use of the test at blood tutions that can transmit the inforbanks has been expected for some mation sensitively and com- test which concerns gay activists
has to do with the con fidentiatity
time, the tests will not be put into plehtly" to the person tested.
Page said the Massachusetts of the res·utls. Some foresee difuse until they have been licensed
by the Food and Drug Administra- Governor's Task Force on AIDS is fi~ulty getting insurance for those
tion (FDA), expected in February. "developing criteria for institu- who test po~itive·. In addition there
Anticipating the licensing and tions and persons from whom we are fears that a positive test could
availability of the test, the Na- will accept samples." Page added, affect employment status, partional Gay-Task Force (NGTF) in "I am in no way encouraging that ticularly for those in food handling
conjunction with other lesbian and testing be done on high-risk and child care professions. For example, when United Airlines
. gay groups, has issued a statement groups."
· Robert Schooley, an AIDS learned that two of its flight attenreiterating their recommendation
that gay m·en not take the test and researcher · at Mass·a chusetts dants had AIDS, both were placed
that gay men who are at risk of General Hospital, told GCN that on medical leave without pay
AIDS not donate blood. NGTF he agrees the test should be made • although both were able to carry
defines "at risk" as "all males available, but added, "I personal- out their duties. United did not ofwho have had sex with more than ly would not recommend anybody fer alternative ground positions to
one male since 1979, and males who is healthy having hrs blood either of the men.
The new provisions published in
whose male partner has had sex tested.''
There is general agreement that Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
with more than one male since
those in high-risk groups should Report (MMWR) by the CDC pro1979."
Approximately two percent of the not take the test because it pro- vide that all blood donations be
over 7500 AIDS cases in the coun- vides no practical information to screened at both volunteer and
try are transfusion related. the individual tested. A negative commercial blood centers. The
However, Peter Page, MD, North- test for the antibody does not provisions specify "persons aceast regional director of the necessarily mean an individual has cepted as donors should be inAmerican Red Cross Blood Ser- not been exposed to HTLV-III, formed that their blood or plasma
vices, says that many of these cases the virus thought to play an impor- will be tested for HTLV-III anwere transfused prior to 1983 when tant role in the development of tibody. Persons not wishing to
persons in high-risk groups were AIDS and AIDS-Related Complex have their blood or plasma tested
must refrain from donation.
(ARC). It is known, for example,
asked to refrain from donating.
Jeff Levi, of NGTF, told GCN that there is some time following Donors should be told that they
that they are concerned ''that exposure, perhaps as shor·t as four will be notified if their test is
some high-risk [persons] will be so weeks or as long as six months, positive and that they may be
nervous about AlDS that they will before antibodies are produced. lt placed on the collection facility's
try to get this meaningless test." is not yet known if there are cases donor deferral list. ... " There is no
Levi said NGTF has been meeting of persons harboring the virus but specific reference in the guidelines
to informing individuals that a
with public health officials and has not having detectable antibodies.
Should an individual test positive test result could have
suggested that "some alternative
testing mechanism [be provided] positive for the antibody, it could other ramificsations in areas such
to prevent people from using the be an artifact of the test. In many as insurance.
Page told GCN that persons
blood center as a way to get a free cases, however, it probably indicates exposure. lt appears now found to test positive for HTL Vand confidential test."
The Northeast region of the that many persons exposed to the III will be placed on a national
Red Cross, which includes Mass- virus do not develop full-blown deferral list which will not
. achusetts and Maine, has received (frank) AIDS. Some people may specifically cite the reason for
$80,000 from the Massachusetts become mildly ill, some will not deferral. He did say, however, that
state legislature to test blood become ill at all. At present the at least one file would be mainsamples of persons in high-risk process by which people become ill tained locally with that informagroups. Page told GCN, ''We or remain healthy following ex- tion.
hope this will take away any incen- . posure to the virus is not well
Continued on page 3
tive for persons in high-risk groups understood. However, whether an

of the law, public homosexual
conduct is defined to mean ''advocating, soliciting, imposing, encouraging or promoting public or
private homosexual activity in a
manner that creates a substantial
risk that such conduct will come
to the attention of school children
or school employees."
Under the law, a straight person
can commit public homosexual
conduct. As written, the law applies even if the speech at issue
takes place off _school grounds,
during- or outside classroom
hours, in public or in private, and
even outside the hearing of a child
or school employee.
- There is no exclusive provision
in the law requiring that a queer
nexus be established between the
teacher's
pro-gay speech and
ability to teach. instead, the
Board considers four vague "Fae~
tors" in making a dete-rmination
of a teacher's fitness: "the
likelihood that the activity or conduct may adversely affect students
or school employees; the proximity in time or place between the
conduct to the [employee's] official duties; any extenuating or
aggravating circumstances; and
whether the conduct . . . is of a
repeated or continuing n~ture
which tends to encourage or
dispose school children towards
similar conduct."
NGTF Executive Director Ginny Apuzzo recalled that her
organization brought the lawsuit
-after the two teachers originally
intending to sue withdrew their

a

names - a dramatic example of
the "chilling effect" repressive
legislation can have.
The case was decided at the
district court level on NGTF's motion for summary judgment upon
the stipulation (the agreement) by
both parties that there was no
genuine issue as to· any material
fact. Summary judgment is a procedural shortcut that allows a
court to decide a case as a matter
of law, simply on the pleadings
and without the taking of any
evidence.
The district court upheld the
statute in an unpublished opinion
in 1982. NGTF attorney William
Rogers of Oklahoma appealed the
case to the Tenth Circuit Court
and won a partial but important
reversal. Noting Oklahoma's
sodomy statute, which punishes
the "detestable and abominable
crime against nature" with a tenyear prison term, the circuit court
upheld the law with respect to its
ban on public homosexual activity
·by teachers.
The court also upheld language
in the la,w prohibiting the
"soliciting or imposing" of public
or pt_ivate homosexual activity,
but found the anti-advocacy provision to be too broad under the
Fir:st Amendment and deleted
from the statute the clause banning the "advocating . . . promoting or encouraging" of public
or private homosexual activities.
At the oral arguments, the
Board of Education attorney,
Continued on page 6

No Lesbian Blood
By Sue Hyde
of people about the safety of blood
SANT A ANA, CA - A late
donated by lesbians. Pesqueira
collect
.to
drive
blood
December
thinks Spindler's actions were
donations from lesbians was canprompted both by his own
here
official
Cross
Red
a
celled by
homophobia and by a combecause he feared the consemun i cations snafu between
quences of publicity identifying
Spindler and his staff.
the drive's sponsor as the Gay and
According to Pesqueira, the
Lesbian Community " Services
organizers of the drive negotiated
Center of Orange County.
logistics with Spindler's staff while
Dr. Benjamin Spindler told
GCN that publicity whh::h an- Spindler himself, new at his post,
was unaware of the lesbian blood
nounced a "gay and lesbian blood
drive until her read about it in the
drive" would damage the reputaOrange County Register. Pestion of the Orange County Red
queira says the Register deleted
Cross and cause the public toquesfrom its report the qualifying
tion whether Spindler could adestatement that blood would be acquately protect the blood suppy
cepted from lesbians, not gay men.
from contamination· by HTL VSpindler said he was deluged
lll, the virus suspected of causing
with phone calls from people
AIDS. Spindler is director of the
wanting to know why he would
Orange County Red Cross blood
allow gay men to contaminate the
services.
Red Cross blood supply. "People
The blood drive had been
perceived that gay men were
scheduled for December 30 and
donating blood," he said. "I had
was cancelled by Spindler on
to deal with that."
December 27. Dr. A. Randy
Spindler acknowledged· that lesTraux, a San Diego physician
bians ran a very low risk of conspecializing in gay health issues,
sharply criticized Spindler's move . tracting- AIDS and said he welcomed blood donations from
in the New York Times. Traux
them, either as individuals or as a
called it "blatant homophobia."
He noted that the rejected blood group effort.
Spindler may have a chance to
was donated by a very low-risk
prove his willingness to work with
population - lesbians. "Not only
the lesbian community again. Acare they turning away precious
blood donations which they cording to Pesqueira, although the
lesbian organizers of the drive are
need," Traux said, "but they are
still angry with Spindler and the
also turning away the very safest
Red Cross, they may organize a
·blood."
blood drive some time in
Randy Pesqueira, the coorFebruary. · "We can't afford right
dinator of the gay and lesbian cennow to come out looking like the
ter's AIDS Response Program,
ghouls," said Pesqueira.
said he believes Spindler missed an
- filed f ron1 Boston
opportunity to educate thousands
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gay students at texas. a&m

discrimination up

· "I have always been bothered by the definition of
homosexuality as a behavior. Scratching is a behavior. Homosexuality is a way of being, one that can
completely influence a person's life and shape its
meaning and dfrection."
- Judy Grahn, from the introduction to Another
Mother Tongue: Gay Words, Gay Worlds

GALVESTON, TX - After years of legal battles,
Gay Student Services of Texas A & M University is an
officially recognized student organization, according
to the ABA Journal.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit
ruled that the group must be recognized, overturning
the 1982 decision of the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Texas which ruled in favor of the
university on the grounds that the group could be considered a fraternal organization. A & M does not
recognize fraternities. Earlier, in 1977, A & M had
denied recognition on the basis of a Texas law
against homosexual conduct, and on the basis that
the university staff, not a student group, Gay Student
Services, was responsible for providing services to
students.
According to Patrick Weisman, a graduate of A &
M and an attorney who helped represent the group,
the Fifth Circuit Court "basically saw it as a First
Amendment issue." In addition, the court said A & M
"presented no evidence at the trial regarding the
fraternal nature of Gay Student Services."

SAN FRANCISCO - The San Francisco Human
Rights Commission reports an incresae of 41 percent
last year in the number of gay-related discrimination
complaints - due in some part to p-ublic fear of AIDS.
AIDS hysteria is rampant in the city," Eileen Gillis, a
staff member of the HRC's Lesbian/Gay Unit and
author of a report on anti-gay discrimination in 1984,
said. "We are hearing from gay people who are fired
when they take a few days of sick leave because they
have the flu."
Complaints totaled 123 last year, up from 87 in
1983. The HRC plans to do a survey this year detailing
the extent of AIDS-related di$crimination.

'intrinsically disordered'
PHILADELPHIA - The Archdiocese of Philadelphia issued a statement attacking gay activists for
causing a "true scandal" in society, according to the
Philadelphia· Gay News. The statement, apparently
prepared two or three years ago, was released after
numerous requests for an explanation of the Archdiocese's new proclamation forbidding members of
Dignity, the organizaiton for gay and lesbian Catholics, from speaking at campus Newman Centers.
The statement also declares that "homosexual
acts are intrinsically disordered and can in no case be
approved of .... It is our hope and prayer lhat more and
more responsible Crhistians will work for the full
realization of more positive sexual values in our
society."
"The list of insults is endless," said Dignity
president Michael Flynn.

s.f. bathhouse approach nixed

watch it, white
Having completed his
SAN FRANCISCO parole on J_anuary 6 in the murders of gay San Francisco Supervisor Harvey Milk and Mayor Moscone,
Dan White may return to live in this city and may run
for political office, according to the Boston Globe.
White, who had been cautioned from many quarters
not to return to San Francisco for his own and the
public's safety, apparently attended a welcome-back
ceremony by a committee of conservatives in Golden
·
Gate park earlier this month.
·

call it like it is
ALBANY, NY - Under feminist pressure to allow
a woman to charge her husband with rape, New York
and Pennsylvania joined 22 other states that now
define marital rape as a crime, according to The Guardian. In a unanimous decision, the New York State
Court bf Appeals struck down the state marital rape
exemption on December 20, the first time the highest
court in any state has done so. "A married woman has
the same right to control her own body as does an unmarried woman," wrote Appeals Court Judge Watch· ler. "Marriage does not mean a woman's "irrevocable
implied consent" to sex. Mercedes Scopetta
legal consultant and lesbian activist, told GCN that
"courts in other: states will consider the ruling as per·su~sive influence - New York carries a lot of
.w eight."
HARRISBURG, PA - a bill defining marital rape
as a crime was passed by the Pennsylvania Legis.. lature and signed into law by Gov. Thornburgh. This
law, however, requires that a woman report marital
rape within 90 days or lose ner right to prosecute. All
other rapes in Pennsylvania fall under the five-year
statute of limitations. On October 5, Thornburgh
refused to sign an earlier draft of the law without the
90-day time-limit.

LOS ANGELES, SAN DIEGO, CA - AIDS taskforces here have rejected San Francisco-style bathhouse regulation in favor of education about safe sex,
according to the Bay Area Reporter. The L.A. taskforce, appointed by Mayor Tom Bradley, called the
baths a valuable tool in getting out information about possible aids victim
NEW HAVEN, CT - Carlotta Locklear, a prostiAIDS and the kind of sexual activities that can lead to
infection. Neil Schram, chair of the taskforce, said tute who may,have had AIDS, died of cardiac arrest at
that measures against the baths could only distract Yale-New Haven Hospital,_according to the Boston
from the problem of educating gay and bisexual men Globe. Locklear had been arrested in February, 1984
about the disease. He said, "It's the activity that is on disorderly conduct and drug-related charges. The
case stirred AIDS panic when Locklear was released
performed, not the place where it happens."
her court appearance and later escaped from
pending
by
appointed
taskforce,
Francisco
San
The
Mayor Hedgecock, joined the L.A. taskforce in con- a drug rehabilitation center. Authorities became worcluding that "informed, consenting adults have, by ried that Locklear might be spreading AIDS to the
our national tradition, been allowed to make their own straight population.
decisions about high-risk behavior - especially
when the risk is not to the uninvolved bystander but · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - rather to the individual participant.... Responsible
sexual behavior rather than bathhouse closure will nude note
reduce the risk of exposure to the HTLV-3 virus."
PROVINCETOWN, MA - Nikki Craft intends to
Neither report recommended outlawing sexual
'National
contact or overseeing patrons' conduct in the baths. continue her fight to abolish the Cape Cod
bathers,
topless
and
nude
of
prohibition
Seashore's
Nor were construction changes, such as removal of
despite the decision of the U.S. Attorney for
doors on private rooms, suggested.
of
The San Diego study added that "The ultimate Massachusetts not to prosecute her on charges
Beach. According to
answer to AIDS must be medical - a vaccine and/or topless bathing at Herring Cove
who had hoped to
anti-viral agent. Until then, the best interim control the Provincetown Advocate, Craft,
test the Seashore's regulations, was arrested last
measure is education."
August by Seashore rangers for "public nudity" and
for refusing to obey the order of a law enforcement officer who asked that she cover up. The case, however,
was dismissed.
boston pride ?85
Craft also opposes pornography; of her 29 total
BOSTON - The Boston Lesbian/Gay Pride Com- arrests, 16 were for tearing up copies of Penthouse
mittee met on January 10 to plan the 15th Annual and Hustler in bookstores and for burning a cloth efPride March. The celebration, starting with the parade figy of Penthouse's publisher. Craft says, "What I'm
and festival on Saturday, June 15, 1985, and featuring doing is going back and forth between acceptance of
Virginia Apuzzo, will kick off two weeks of special the human body and the ... exploitation of nudity." She
hopes the rangers can do a better job this time when
events.
The Committee is working to resolve some of the she returns topless to the b_
eaches. "It took me a long
issues raised last year by members of the community; time to find them last year. I hunted for the rangers. I
these include the $1 gate donation, space layout, fen- went to the beach five or six times and I could not find
cing of the festival, and the political focus of the day's a ranger. Where are the rangers when .you need
program. All lesbians and gay men are invited to at- them?"
tend Committee meetings and provide input about
this year's event. Dates for the meetings are:
January 24, February 7 and 21, March 7 and 21, Apri I 4
uppity nuns
and 18, and May 2, 16 and 30 at Hill House on Joy
The superiors of 24 nuns who have been threatStreet in Boston.
ened with expulsion by the Vatican for their prochoice views have called for respect for the nuns and
for the complexity of the issue. While the superiors
did not formally take sides, their lack of su~port for
its not enough
the papal backlash is significant, and could mean a
WASHINGTON, DC - Ronald Wilson, a Black showdown will decide the nun's right to free speech.
The nuns had been among 97 original sigpers of
gay man who was refused admission to a District gay
bar in 1979, has appealed to the D.C. Court of Appeals a statement in the New York Times sponsored by
to increase the amount of damages awarded to him Catholics for a Free Choice that said in part that "a
by the D.C. Commi_ssion on Human Rights, according diversity of opinions [on] abortion exists among comto the Washington Blade. Wilson's attorney, James mitted Catholics." The Vatican called the statement
Mercer, said the Commission's December 13, 1984 "a flagrant scandal."
Although three of the four male clerics who
award of $5000 to Wilson "minimizes the very serious
effects which racial discrimination has on its signed ·the statement have made public retractions,
none of the 11uns has moved to recant. Theologian
victims."
Wilson was denied entrance to the Eagle in and signer Rosemary Ruether commented in In These
September, 1979, while several of Wilson's white Times that, "The conservative bishops were enraged
·friends were allowed to enter. The Commission that nuns would sign such a statement. The curia
originally awarded Wilson $400 in November of 1983, can't stand the support of celibate women for women
ruling that the bar had engaged in racial discrimina- who have sex." Many of the signing nuns are national
tion. Wilson then appealed, asking for $50,000 in figures organizing around gay/lesbian rights, Central
America, and women's rights.
damages, the amount he is still seeking.

lulu's license
BOSTON - The Boston Licensing Board, under
pressure from a federal district judge, reversed its
earlier decision and renewed the entertainment
license of Lulu White's, a.k.a. Athens by Night,
according to the South End News. Judge W. Arthur
Garrity had threatened to issue a temporary restraining order against the board if the bar's license were
not renewed.
An advertisement appeared recently iii the New
England Connection, a local gay paper, which indicated the club is now "gay owned and operated,"
and would become a gay disco. The Licensing Board
is trying to determine if the club chanaed hands
without the board's being informed.
Residents of Three Appleton St., the building
which also houses the club, had compalined to the
board that a change in the club's musical format,
from Greek and jazz to disco, had created an "intolerable" noise situation. The board had stipulated
that the club play only Greek music or jazz, and when
the licensees balked at this, the board voted to deny
them the license. Residents have collected enough
signatures t'o force a public hearing on the · license
question, which will be held on Jan. 23 at 7:00 p.m. at
40 Berkeley Street. Cal I 725-4170 to confirm the date,
time and place of the hearing.

gay rights bill, take 12
BOSTON - The 1985 version of the Massachusetts lesbian and gay rights bill has been filed by
chief sponsor Rep. Tom Vallely (D-Back Bay) with the
support of 34 co-sponsors. According to Steve
Tierney of the Massachusetts Gay Political Caucus
(MGPC), action on the bill will _g et underway after
House of Representative committee appointments
are made and the House docket is set. The bill is making its twelfth appearance before legislators; it died
in Senate committee last year.
Tierney expects the bill to be referred to a ·
committee for hearings in late February. He told GCN
that the committee on Commerce and Labor has considered the bill in the past few years, but that assignment of the bill is left to the House Speaker's discre-

tion.
Last year, the four Catholic bishops of Massachusetts issued a statement opposing the legislation
in which they distinguished between unjust and just
discrimination. (See GCN, Vol. 11, No. 47). "Homosexuals," wrote the bishops, "surely possess all the
rights proper to human beings but, as in the case of
heterosexuals, their rights should be limited
whenever they come in conflict with the rights of
others and the common good."
The MGPC seeks a fulltime lobbyist as well as
volunteer lobbyists to advocate for the bill's passage.
For more information, call 262-1565. A lobbying
workshop will be scheduled for sometime in
February.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - compiled by Stephanie Poggi and Gerard Cabrera
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NeWS Commentary

Clinic Bombings: Government Policy Incarnate
By Stephanie Poggi
Bombings of abortion clinics
occur at a rate of at least once
every two weeks. Death threats,
arson attacks, the accosting of
women seeking services, and vandalism have become standard
practice. Joseph Scheidler, author
of 99 Ways to Close The Clinics,
no longer operates at the lunatic
fringe, but has settled comfortably into the mainstream.
Not surprisingly, government
response to the escalating terrorism has been practically nonexistent. According to Federal
Bureau of Investigation Director
William H. Webster, the 30 abortion clinic bombings in 1984 are
not considered "terrorist"
because no evidence has , been
found of a national conspiracy,
nor of criminal violations of civil
rights. As Black activist Edie
Butler, staffperson at the New
Hampshire Feminist Health
Center and a member of the
Women of Color Taskforce for
Reproductive Rights, told GCN,
''Somebody points a gun at the
White House, somebody hijacks a
plane, and that's terrorism. When
clinics are bombed every two
weeks, that's not terroristn?
Despite the official classification of the bombings as random
and non-terrorist, the FBI has
issued a warning to cliriics of a
potential for violence on January
20-22, dates marking the start of
Reagan's new term and the the
twelfth anniversary of the Roe v.
Wade decision legalizing abortion.

HTLV-111
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Continued from page I
Blood donations are to be
screened by a method known as
ELISA (Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay), 'a method
which Robert Schooley, an AIDS
researcher at MGH, estimates will
produce a five percent "false
positive" rate. False positives occur when the test incorrectly identifies a perso1131s having HTL V-lll
antibodies. However, many of
these false positives will be reversed by doing more sensitive
tests.
If a donor's blood ultimately is
determined to be positive for the

The Bureau insists that it has "ab- it became legal.
Federal Medicaid funding for
solutely no intelligent information
concerning planned violent anti- abortion was abolished under the
abortion activities" for these Hyde Amendment in 1977, and
dates, and, of course, is offering abortion is no longer covered
under federal employees' inno protection for clinics.
Whether or not the bombings surance plans. Only 13 states still
are nationally orchestrated, and provide state Medicaid funding for
whether or not the government has abortion. Poor women, therefore,
inside information about upcom- have little access to legal and safe
ing violence, the right-wing attacks procedures and Black, Puerto
are in perfect keeping with ad- Rican, Chicana and American Inministration policy. Linda dian women are too often forced
Johnston of the New York Black to "choose" sterilization because
Women's .Health Project told it remains the only funded option.
GCN that the Project considers In addition, many states have
the attacks to be ''an abomina- passed laws requiring parental or
tion, condoned and encouraged by judicial consent for minors seeking
abortion.
the Reagan administration."
Bombings on top of racist fundVanessa Nemeth, Puerto Rican
lesbian, member of the Women of . ing cut-offs and other restrictions
Color Task Force for Reproductive not only make obtaining an aborRights and ' Boston R2N2 (Repro- tion extremely difficult, but add a
ductive Rights National Network), huge burden to the already difficommented, "The government cult decision-making process.
Elizabeth MacMahon, a Colomhas hit a jackpot - they've got
somebody else doing their dirty bian now living in the U.S. and
member of ALAS (Amigas
work."
And Susan Newsom of Planned Latinas en Accion Pro Salud), told.
Parenthood in Massachusetts told GCN, "For many Latina women,
GCN, if nothing else, this is an because of religious and family
"organized attempt to create a values, [abortion] presents a lot of
climate where · [bombings are] conflicts. There are negative
connotations in the community,
viewed as acceptable behavior.''
While many reproductive rights and especially for someone coming
activists believe "pro-lifers" are here from Latin America, there
turning to bombing and arson out are few other support systems.
of frustration with the slow legis- Bombings add to the complexity.
lative process, the anti-abortion They intimidate and terrorize
movement can count several women. No one has the right."
On the Defensive
significant victories. Women's
Although many women will
right to abortion has been under
siege in the·name of morality since continue to obtain abortions, prochoice feminists are clearly on the
defensive, fighting to retain what
meager reproductive freedom
women have. The attacks demand
antibody "it is the responsibility of full resistance, leaving little energy
the collection facility to ensure the for moving forward or addressing
donor is notified." Page told GCN other urgent issues.
that they have not made final
As Johnston of New York Black
preparation as to how donors test- Women's Health Project coming positive will be notified. He mented, "at the same time that
said he expects it will be by letter.; poor women choosing to have
asking the donor to come to the children are being driven further
center to discuss the results.
into poverty by welfare cutbacks,
Page said it is difficult to tell a self-proclaimed 'army' is staging
how many people would test attacks against their human rights,
positive, but he estimated if will be diverting attention from the true
between one tenth and one half of injustices. Racism, classism, and
one percent of the 200,000 donors sexism prevail in this country and
in his region.
this is the outrage .... "
While there are pro-life individuals who genuinely believe

BLGPA Officers Elected
By Janice Irvine
BOSTON - Members of the
Boston Lesbian and Gay Political
Alliance (BLGPA) elected new officers and the 1985 steering
committee members on Monday,
January 14. Aprroximately 75
people turned out for the annual
meeting, held at Roxbury Community College and chaired by outgoing chairperson Eric Rofes.
Elected as officers were:
Rosemary Dunn Dalton, chairperson; Michael Colantuono, vicechairperson; Michael Ferguson,
secretary; and Ed DeMers,
treasurer. With the exception of
the vice-chairperson, all of the new
officers ran unopposed.
Seven representatives were
elected to a two-year term on the
elven-member steering committee:
Kevin McFadden, Denise Fetonte,
Bill Freeman, Philip Lewis, Nancy
Walker, Penny St. John aqd Tom
Plant. The contenders each made
brief presentations before the actual balloting, with most of them
calling for BLGPA to diversify into a more representative organization. Philip Lewis pointed out that
he was one of only three Black
people in the meeting and, coming
from Detroit, he ooted that he was
"used to Black people having
· much more political representation than they have here." Many
of the contenders for seats on the
steering committee made
references to recent infighting and

the need to settle differences and
devote more time to the group's
projects and programs.
The elections took place amidst
rumors of a progressive caucus
"~aking over" BLGPA, according
to Tom Hehir, one of the group's
founding members. BLGPA
members disagree about the function and composition of the
progressive caucus, however.
Newly ekcted chairperson Dalton,
who is a member of the caucus,
described it as a ''very loosely knit
gathering" that has been meeting
for a few months.
Hehir told GCN, "I don't think
it's either progressive or a caucus.
In my opinion it's a group of people that excludes other people
within the group who have
progressive politics.... I'm not
even sure who they are, quite
frankly."
Dalton emphasized that the progressive caucus did not have a slate
for the elections, despite Colantuono's campaign presentation
decrying the existence of slates.
BLGPA members who spoke with
GCN indicated that the voting did
not seem to run along ideological
lines but that the new steering
committee representatives fell
along a broad political continuum.
Dalton said, "The community
has elected a steering committee
that is representative enough to
enable BLGPA to renew alliances

with disenchanted members. We
will reach out and redefine the
meaning of the. word 'alliance'
within the gay and lesbian community."
Additional agenda items at the
annual meeting included a financial statement from the treasurer
and a decision by the membership
not to amend the by-laws to raise
dues. The 1985 BLGPA dues will
remain at $10.
There was a celebratory tone to
much of the meeting, as several
members praised outgoing chair
Eric Rofes. Rofes, who has
chaired the organization for two
years, was presented with a plant
and an award plaque honoring his
contribution to the lesbian and gay
community.
"It will be interesting to see how
the steering committee rises to the
challenges _ of · the next year,"
Rofes said. He told GCN thatTast
year, BLGPA found itself in agree~
ment witn the Flynn administration when they worked together on
issues of gay civil rights. "Next
year we'll be facing issues where
we disagree with the current
administration, for example about
sexuality, the Combat Zone,
public sex areas and the baths, ...
This will be a time when the community needs to carefully discuss
its feelings as it takes its position
vis-a-vis city government."

that abortion is killing and also
actively oppose the death penalty,
war and clinic violence, most
right-wing "pro-lifers" are hardly
worried about fetuses. Behind all
the hatred and horror of "babykillers" is a basic fear of women's
unrestrained sexuality · and independence.
Right-to-Ii fe leaders have
successfully tapped this terror and
use abortion as the emotional
drawing card in organizing for a
comprehensive conservative agenda. Its primary features are resur-•
rection of the middle-class,
nuclear family with rigid sex roles
intact, opposition to affirmative
action, daycare, gun control,
welfare, foodstamps, contraception and sex education, and services for battered women and

children. Lesbians and gay men,
practically synonymous with sex
for its own sake and blatantly outside "natural" gender roles, are·
particularly intolerable to "proli fers."
With Reagan's inauguration
just a few days away, it's impossible to forget that the total New
Right package is as acceptable to
this government as is clinic terr o r ~s m . E f f e c t i v e f e m i n i s t
resistance to the bombings will de' pend on an equally comprehensive
analysis, and on the ability to
organize not just against clinic
violence, but against the working
program of racism, sexism, homophobia and economic exploitation that · makes such terrorism
possible .

First Contract
For Gay Union
By Sue Hyde
LOS ANGELES - The first union was good for the center
gay and lesbian bargaining unit and the contract ought to be
of the Service Employees Inter- signed.
Gains made by workers innational Union (SEIU), AFLCIO, signed its first contract on clude improved working condiDecember 13, 1984. The line tions, overtime pay for hours
non-management exceeding 40 per week, instaff employees - at the Gay and creased job security, and a job
Lesbian Community Services classification schedule that
Center (GLCSC) here signed a creates wage parity. Workers
contract ending a ten-month received raises of anywhere
negotiations process hampered from five to 22.5 percent. In
by the center's lack of a full- addition, Kyle 'reports imtime and permanent executive proved relations between staff
director. (See GCN, Vol. 11, and management and the establishment of monthly meetings
No. 29)
According to Garland Kyle, between Brown and union
a union steward and member of members to resolve problems
the workers' negotiating team, before workers' only option is
workers and management came the grievance procedure.
Kyle described the contract
to mutually agreeable terms at
very
''excellent,
the end of September, just as as
·
workers were about to go on progressive."
In a letter to Brown, center
strike. The strike threat came
when workers became frus- unionstewards and 20 union
trated with a seemingly endless members said, "It is our desire
series of delays and dis- - to continue our efforts to build
agreements, alleviated in part a variable and financially
by the hiring of a new executive sound institution: representative of our diverse commudirector in August.
Kyle credits John L. Brown, nity and serving the needs of
the center's executive director that community. The unionizaof five months, and his ad- tion of GLCSC is an historic
ministrative staff with renewing event and will provide other lesthe center management's bians and gay men with a model
commitment to settling the for social change; that is both
labor disputes. Brown main- significant and honorable."
- filed from Boston
tained an attitude that the

Feds Sweep
Sanctuaries
. By Janice Irvine
TUCSON, AZ - In a continuing wave of po\itical repression,
the Justice Department indicted
sixteen people at a federal grand
jury in Phoenix last week on
charges of conspiring to smuggle
illegal aliens into the United
States. More than 60 others were
arrested over the weekend, mostly
Salvadoran and Guatemalan
refugees.
The sanctuary movement,
which, according to the New York
Times, includes over 200 churches.
has operated since 1982 to bring
Central American pblitical
refugees who fear death squads
and politica,I persecution in their
own countries into the U.S.
Among those indicted last week
are two Catholic priests, three
Catholic nuns, and a Presbyterian
minister. Thirteen are from
Arizona, where the movement
originated. The government announced that information leading
to the indictments was gathered by
informants using hidden tape
recorders.

Church groups across the country vowed to continue their sanctuary activities despite government
harassment. Peggy Smith, administrator of the Old Cambridge
[Mass.] Bap'tist Church, told
GCN, "This is not going to
dissuade us from what we're doing. It's the government that is
breaking the law, not us. This
repression proves all the more the
the sanctuary
for
need
movement."
OCBC has been providing sanctuary to an El Salvadoran union
organizer since December.
"Estella" was in the church at the ·
time of a break-in last month
which targetted the offices of
several political organizations (see
GCN, Vol. 12, No. 25).
According to the Boston Globe,
Smith believes the indictments are
connected to the recent break-ins,
and claims that both sets of actions
are designed to intimidate groups
that are sympathetic to oppressed
people in Central America.
- filed from Boston
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Communi ty Voices
Some More Adieus
GCN is going through one of our
periodic staff turnover transitions . This
month, we say goodbye to two-thirds of.
our news staff - local reporter Larry
Goldsmithandnewseditor Sue Hyde, both
two-plus year veterans at the paper.
Larry recently started as staff person at
the National Lawyers Guild, and Sue,
more in keeping with the tradition of departing GOY staffers, has left things open
for the moment. (Fortunately for us, Sue
has offered to help GCN improve our volunteer support services.)
We will miss you both and wish you the
best.

who's kidding
whom?
Dear GCN:
I am happy to read (GCN, Dec. 1) that Boston
City Councillor David Scondras actually brought
up the problem of anti-gay discrimination with
the Sandinista leaders he met in his recent sponsored tour. But does anyone really believe that a
government which models itself on Cuba is
sincere in its declarations? The Cuban government will tell liberals that it is trying to educate
the public to tolerate gays while its official weekly
Bohemia runs an article on homosexuality in the
United States that for lies and hostility makes the
radical right look fairly tame .
Scondras is also very quick to write off the only
gay person he met in Nicaragua, someone " who
didn't like the Sandinistas at all" as a hustler.
Does Scondras speak Spanish? Maybe· this gay
person was trying to enlighten Scondras at some
risk to himself. Tlie Cuban refugees reiterate how
little contact these contact these conducted tours
have with the people. It's always government officials or fellow-traveling Americans who have
t he visitor 's ear. An information book on this
subject is Paul Hollander's Political Pilgrims:
1

racism at the bars
(con't.)
(GCN received a copy of this fetter to Chaps, a
gay men's bar in Boston. - Ed.)
Dear Sir or Madam:
I am writing this letter to protest an incident
that occurred at "Chaps " a week ago Wednesday, December 19, 1984, at about 9:50 PM, and
to inform you that I am seeking advice of counsel
and others as to whether to request a formal hearing on this matter before the Licensing Board of
the City of Boston.
I and three companions had had supper at
Kyoto Japanese restaurant on Huntington
Avenue prior to arriving at " Chaps," where we
intended to have a drink in honor of one of us,
whose birthday it was. While we were at the door,
preparing to pay the dollar cover charge, your
doorman came out and demanded two photo IDs
from the one Black among us. Our friend did not
have two photo IDs on him, but he explained that
he ws known to employees of the bar who could
vouch for his age, which is 26. During the ensuing
conversation, it became clear that the three of us
who are white were to be allowed to enter but not
our Black companion, unless he could produce
the required documents. At no time were any of
us whites asked for identification, photographic
or otherwise. Asked whether this didn't smack of
discrimination, the doorman replied, "Look, it's
none of your business. I've been told to get his
identification," meaing our Black companion's,
and "Don't give me that! I had a Black boyfriend
myself once!"
The four of us left the bar and stood outside on
the sidewalk trying to understand what had happened.
Maybe, we thought, the doorman doesn't
believe our friend here is gay? It so happens that
his picture appears in a current bar publication in
connection with an event at another Boston gay
bar, and between us we had a copy, so we returned to show the doorman this bit of evidence
as to our companion's age and orientation, but to
no avail. The doorman insisted that he was within
his rights to refuse entry to anyone not having the
required two photo IDs and wouldn't hear any
more about it. Joe Kirby, the manager of the bar,
refused to speak to us. Finally, we left and went
around the corner on Boylston Street to "Buddies,'' where we were admitted with no difficulty .
The incident at "Chaps" caused us pain and
embarassment. It was an insulting and demoralizing ending to what up to then had been a pleasant
evening, and for me a potent and obvious example of discrimination based on race, which is illegal in this country and in this city. "Chaps' "
doorman may have been, as he claimed, completely within "his rights" to refuse our Black
companion entrance, but in my view it is our
rights that were violated. And I am all the more
convinced because later that evening, when the
four of us were preparing to leave "Buddies,"
your doorman, who appeared to have come looking for us there, approached our Black friend to
say "I was only doing my fob," and "Don't take
it personally.'
Well, the four of us did take it personally, and
if what your door.man did is really his "job" at
"Chaps ," then more people than just we four
ought to know about it.
Yours sincerely,
Jon Perry
Boston, MA
cc: Hon. David Scondras; Ann Maguire; Jay
LaCroix, Esq., Mayor's Office; John Bush,
Black and White Men Together; Gay Community News; Bay Windows; Licensing Board,
Boston

Travels of Western lntellectuafs to the Soviet
Union , China, and Cuba, /928-1978 (Oxford
University Press, 1981 ); it relates the systematic
deception of travelers and their eagerness to
believe smiling, glad-handi~g officials who peddle a beguiling optimistic li"ie.
Some of this talk was dutifully absorbed by
David Scondras who repeats '.'some people are
confused ... [have] forgotten that in [North]
America when we had a revolution, it took fourteen years before we held our first election ." This
amazing statement seems to be now a stock-intrade, an implied rebuke of our pretensions, from
people who are trying to defend government by
decree; and it is a statement so -ludicrously 'false
that one stands amazed that a person from
Boston, of all places, should show his ignorance
by repeating it. Has Scondras forgotten all his
history?
The American revolution was carried out by
state governments who continued quite lawfully
by elections; the "first election" Scondras speaks
of, was the first national election, carried out
shortly after the Constitution replaced the Articles of Confederation;' a national election wa,s
not possible until then. In fact, dissenters charge~
that the Constitution centralized power
dangerously and preferred the existing
, democracy of the state governments with a loose
national confederation. There is no period in
American history, from the revolution on, when
this country was not governed with representation through elections-; and the parrot-like repetition of Scondras' statement reveals an appalling
Dear GCN,
ignorance,a s well as great readiness to credit a
I'm a new subscriber and I really enjoy the arstrange -source as an authority on American histicles you publish that are written by prisoners .
tory.
We gays (in pris0n) are desperately in need of a
As for the Nicaragua election that the Lawyers
specially designed program in each state for the
Committee on Central America "monitored,"
unique homosexuals ,suffering i;nental and
we will see what "steps to ward the democratizaphysical abuse from staff and inmates in these
tion of Nicaragua" will be further taken - none
places . l.f a gay inmate brings his problem to the
willingly is my belief about the Sandinistas . The
staff's attention, the staff usually attacks the innotion that the Communist Party represents a
mate verbally and or physically, and if the inmate
powerless extreme while the Sandinistas are
will stand up for his rights the staff will lock him
n:ioderates is a sham too palpable to take many
up [in isolation]. ,
people in, one hopes; the speeches and documents
I believe 1f gay prisoners were aware of some
of the Sandinistas show that their goal is a 1egi.type of help on the outside, it would make us
mented, Cuba-like state.
stronger and able to deal with this hazardous
Perhaps this is as acceptable to Scondras as it situation.
seems to be to his colleague in Boston politics,
I have not found a group or organization that
Mel King, who was honest enough to state pubdirects their attention into this matter.
licly that he preferred Castro to Reagan, in other
My personal case is going to court very soon. I
words a Communist dictatorship that lies thr_ough ·
have two very strong inmates by my side but we
its teeth to a conservative democratic governare not capable of handling everything. We need
ment. Undoubtedly, such wierdo judgments have outside
support. So if you know of any groups or
helped the ascendancy of Reaganism . People who
organizations or anybody that can help, please
want genuine democracy in Latin America should feel free
to contact me .
beware of the committees who are hoodwinking
We are all involved in this situation - you,
the American public about the nature and acyour lover, or anyone can end up in prison, and
tivities of Communism in those countries . We are that person will never
be the same again.
seeing a rerun of the old Fair Play for Cuba ComIt 's time to take our stand for what we are!! !
mittee ("We are humanists, not Communists.'!) Sincerely,
tactics, in which naivete and credulity were Brian Frederick
Pool , C-80454
manipulated by anti-democratic forces.
PO Box 689 (G-212)
Yours for intellectual and personal freedom!
Soledad, CA 93960
Edward Weber
P .S. I give you all title to publish this . I will take
Ann Arbor, MI
the responsibility for all damage.

-we are all involved

Cover design by
Daniel Emberley

high techie takes
the low road
Dear GCN:
The Association for Computing Machinery
(ACM) is "the society of the computing community." The September 1984 issue of their monthly
Communications magazine included a letter from
Joseph Shreiner of the National Organization of
Gay and Lesbian Scientific and Technical Professionals (NOGLSTP). This letter served two purposes: to point out the ills of homophobia, as exemplified by the case of Alan Turing (see Andrew
Hodges biography, Afan Turing, -the Enigma);
and to make the general ACM membership aware
of the existence of NOGLSTP.
The December issue of Communications contained a letter from one George J. Stock, whose
purpose was twofold: to claim that the only
meaning of the word "discrimination" was "the
act of distinguishing" (citing Webster's Dictionary); and to ridicule Schreiner and
NOGLSTP ("What next - the Computers for
Jesue Chowder and Marching Society?"), clearly
a homophobic attack.
I sent the enclosed letter to the ACM, as well as
to NOGLSTP:
►
I am prompted to write -to you after reading the letter from G .J. Stock in the
December 1984 Communications (page
1176). I am surprised that you would
choose to publish an item whose only purpose is to trivialize someone else.
The bulk of Stock's letter is aimed at drawing our attention away from the intended
meaning of the word "discrimination,"
for which he cites a definition in Webster's
Dictionary. Better sources are the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and The American
Heritage Dictionary ("To act on the basis
of prejudice"). The remainder of the letter
is an attempt to make an act of discrimination seem humorous.
Really, is the ACM Forum the proper
place for personal attacks?
Sincerely,
Rick Simkin
Cambridge, MA

the responsibility
of women's
bookstores
(GCN received a copy of this letter to the Toronto

Women 's Bookstore. -:- Ed.)
Dear Women:
I read recently in Gay Community News of
your decision to ban certain lesbian sex magazines
from sale in your store. Although your action
does riot directly affect me, I feel I must respond
to it because in a larger sense it affects me and any
other lesbian who wants access to the full range of .
lesbian publications, and looks to women's
bookstores to provide it.
I am an avid reader and supporter of two of the
publications in question, On Our Backs and
Outrageous Women . As a ferJ!inist, a woman, a
Jew and a dyke, I cannot go along with your
characterizing them as "anti-woman, antifeminist, anti-Semitic and racist." I find them
entertaining, sexually stimulating, informative,
affirming of my identity and sorely needed in a
culture where lesbians have so little access to information about their sexuality.
I expect the Jerry Falwells to attempt to limit
my access to lesbian sex magazines, but it
frightens me greatly when women, who have been
censored for so long, are choosing to censor these
products of lesbian sexual imagination. Are you
so afraid that your customers will be swayed by
opinions or tastes that are not your own, that you
won't make the publications availabe at all?
I hope you will see that it is more oppressive to
ban these publications than to allow women the
opportunity to read them and make up their own
minds. We have to trust each other at least that
much .
While the tone of this letter may be angry, my
intent is not to create hostility, but to stress the
importance, especially to lesbians and other
minorities, fo the freedom to choose what they
read, and the responsibility of women's
bookstores to uphold that the freedom
Please feel free to respond to this letter.
Sincerely,
Rachel Brody
Malden Bridge, NY
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Speaking O u t - - - - - - - - - - - - Pedophilia Is Not Homosexuality
By Jim Cooper

-

or Is It?

"Oh, I wish we kids could say more, but we can't - because this country makes it
The technical term "pedophilia" refers to any intergenerational combination of sexes,
illegal for a schoolager to say he's in a loving relationship with a natural erotic side and therefore is technically not restricted to homosexuality. While ''pedophilia is not a form
most of all if the person he's having this relationship with is a mature gay man."
of homosexuality," homosexuality IS indeed one form of pedophilia - and the vast
"Please, Mr. Donahue, realize that for every good pedophile hurt by such
majority of prosecutions initiated by police (no civilian complaint filed) are against men
you hurt countless numbers of kids who want a real relationship, but now
programs,
agairist
crime
abominable
"the
and
"Sodomy"
where
states
In
boys.
mid-teeriage
to
relating
may miss .one because the adult is too scared and feeling miserable because this
nature" (of which most GCN readers would be guilty) have been repealed, the ONLY form,
country says that he's "abnormal" - he is NOT! This country, with it's blindness
of homosexuality which can still be prosecuted are between men and boys. Cases involving
- over kids and sensuality, is the one that's abnormal!"
women and "underage" boys are generally overlooked or tolerated.
"All this talk about 'good' touch and 'bad' touch and the child's right .to his/her
"A grand jury has refused to indict a 27-year-old woman who faced up to 20 years in
body and the right to say 'no' - well, what about the right to say 'yes!'?! Mr.
own
No
boy.
14-year-old
a
with
sex
in
engaging
of
charges
on
arrest
her
prison following
- saying 'yes' to the mature adult of your choice is WONDERFUL!!!"
Donahue
reason was given by the grand jury .... " (The Record [NJ]), Aug. 30, 1984"
to force or coerce anyone (child or adult) into something they don't want.
immoral
IS
It
"A [Florida] state appeals court has ruled that it was not a felony for an adult to have
to impose your desires on someone else. It IS immoral to deceive a child, a
immoral
IS
It
virgin."
a
not
was
girl
the
because
12-year-old
consenting
a
with
relations
sexual
young person or an adult in order to get something you want. We should ALL work against
(Assoc. Press, Miami, Dec. 18, 1983).
tactics, and we should all help young people who find themselves in su.,h situations.
such
Police seek out, arrest, ancl prosecute primarily cases of men and boys. A man is a male;
Gay boys have a very unique sexual situation in our society. They usually fear making
a boy is a male. If they have sex together, IT IS HOMOSEXUAL sex. And the "establish- approaches to boys their own age, because of how they could be humiliated in school, or
ment" considers this to be "undermining sexual normalcy."
with their family. The problem of "coming out" is much· more difficult for a teen than for
'' .. .individuals whose aim is to undermine our children's sexual NORMALCY.'' (Lt.
an adult male, and look how many adult males are still "in the closet."
Thorne's statement to Senate sub-committee on child pornography and pedophila,
Quotes are from One Teenager in Ten, Alyson Public., Boston, MA (1983). This book
Nov. 29, 1984).
contains essays by teens, about being gay (ten girls and 17 boys) .
. Young people, even "children" (a term used to take away status and imply
''Telling my parents was probably the most traumatic experience of my life. I though I
subservience to parents and adults), are known to withhold personal experiences and
would die. The next thing I knew I was in tears." (Terry - 19, p. 72)
information from adults they sense will be unsympathetic. Social workers, psychiatrists, re"I cannot remember a day in my life when l did not have sexual feelings .... From my
searchers and police are not likely to share the young person's personal secrets and
early childhood, my sex life continued fervently for years without disruption. When I
pleasures.
was twelve l began to detect a sense of guilt from my partners.'' (Aaron Fricke, p. 38)
For years, youths who spoke in favor of relationships with adults (if they involved
A gay man who allows a gay boy to befriend him should be cherished by the gay
sexual fotimacy) have been ostracized by homophobic peers, scorned and punished by
Few adults even tolerate young people, especially gay boys. Such a man, if he
community.
parents and homophobic adults, a_ri.d USED by the police to destroy the adult - even
freedom of choice, can surely be a reassuring, positive role model for a boy
boy
the
allows
it
if
even
against the youth's objections (a violation of THEIR rights to privacy), and
is same-sex oriented. (And MOST gays admit that they knew at an early age
he
realizes
who
destroys him and his family as a result of the prosecution. Some quotes from self-made
in their orientation).
different
were
they
that
"child protectors" give a hint of their homophobic attitudes:
with a much older man, and he was a beautiful person. l grew
was
affair
real
first
My
body."
male
"a pedophile has a preoccupation with the cute, young and cleancut
so much from our relationship. He shared his experience with me, and his love, and I
"From January 1, 1984 to present [Nov. 29, 1984] we have arrested over one hundred
grew. He helped me to like myself as I never did. I felt so good about myself and being
adult males .... " (both quotes from Det. Lt. Thorne, speaking to Senate submyself that I decided no one was going to force me to be someone else, and thus I
committee on pedophilia, Nov. 29, 1984).
·
began to come out." (Chris, p. 19).
State prosecutor, in a fellatio (blow-job) trial, refers to the HOMOSEXUAL act of a
wept
I
"When I realized I was homosexual, the first thing I did was sit down and cry.
man placing his moth on a penis as "the act itself is a disgusting act, a deliverate act of
for myself, but mostly l cried because l didn't ·conform.'' (Brandon, p. 15)
a vile man." (from trial transcript).
"Since my first sexual awareness at about age ten, 1 knew that I was sexually excited
If that does not describe homosexuality (male-male), what does?
by men." (James, p. 30)
What about the apparent discrepancy between an adult's power and life experiences
"I didn't realize I was gay until I was in the fifth grade." (Allan, p. 33)
and a child's apparent lack of these things? Is it unacceptable between the child and a friend, ·
"It is impossible to say just when I realized I was gay. Looking back, l can see that I
but acceptable between a child and the police?
always liked other boys, but it wasn't until I was thirteen that I learned the name
have
The big problem is getting under-age boys to testify against their male lovers. "We've
passion was 'homosexuality.' (Chris, p. 19)
my
for
the
of
(head
got to CRACK the boy, and it's not an easy thing to do," said Thorne
Rather than simply prohibiting youth'from relating to adults, we should be evaluating
Bergen County [NJ] Prosecutor's Office pedophile squad). (quoted from The Record
the circumstances. It is rare indeed for a boy to ejaculate, or even just maintain an erection,
[NJ], Feb. 9-, 1983, p. Bl)
if he is not relaxed and comfortable (consenting) in the situation. If the youth is not
TEEN-AGE
THOUGH
Thorne urged police to press on with investigations EVEN
pressured or threatened by the. police, and says that he WANTS the relationship then we
VICTIMS "MAY HATE YOU." (quoted from The Record [NJ], May 23, 1984).
be supportive of him; and his constitutional right to privacy, freedom of association,
should
After being told he would be arrested if he did not cooperate with police, one boy
his right to life-liberty-and the pursuit of happiness should be diligently protected.
and
"gave in after I went upstairs because I saw I had no other alternative." (quoted from
"Sexual activity is relatively safe, and also desirable following a heart attack" Thomas
trial testimony).
Hackett, MD, said at a recent American Heart Association meeting. "In the wake of a
Are the boys seriously harmed by such relationships, either physically or mentally?
return to sex, depression usually clears up and the patient's self-esteem returns. It is one of
Opponents say yes - the adults say no.
nature's finest tonics.''
What do the BOYS say about this?
If, however, the youth did not want the relationship he will usuall~ exhibit symptoms
which show that, and will usually be glad to get out of the situation. Police intimidation,
"I have l?een bi since I was twelve years old ... " (GCNLetters, Jan. 28, 1984).
coercion and threats would not be needed. It is the non-consentual situations we should
"NOBODY'S BEEN HURT~I don't see why this is taking place." (statement, under
condemn, and prosecute.
NAKED
oath, of a 16-year-old boy who had just been accosted by police while he was
If a boy has been visiting and even "sleeping in" with an adult f<;>r an extended period,
without
police
those
by
home
his
of
out
taken
home,
own
his
of
bathtub
the
in
free to stop whenever he wants to, the relationship is probably desired by both people.
is
and
parental knowledge or permission, and "cracked" by Lt. Thorne's prosecutors.
case, fr is nobody else's business. Unless, of course, we as gay people are so convinced
this
In
Judge - dropped al charges... after being informed that the boy who alleged was vicis "vile" and "disgusting" that we have to join our oppressors in
homosexuality
that
timized refused to testify in the trail." (The Record [NJ], Mar. 22, 1984).
"protecting" people from it.
From a letter by a school-age boy to Phil Donahue after his show on Nov. 29, 1984,
about "child molestors" (permission has been given to use these quotes):
Another excellent and authoritative book on teenagers' writings is Breaking the Silence,
"Children can and are sensual and can try very hard to be seductive. I know, because I
published by Joint Council for Gay Teenagers, London WClN 3XX, England.
tried by best when I was four years old (but he wasn't interested at all).
An impeccably scholarly set of case studies of 25 man/boy couples, done for the
"I don't come from this county, and so this weird belief that kids somehow don't
Sociological Institute of the State University at Utrecht, Netherlands is available in English
have a sexual nature and don't want to explore it with other kids and adults, is dumb
translation as "The Sexual Aspect of Paedophile Relations" by Theo Sandfort, published
and stupid, evil, and wrong, to me."
by Spartacus Press, Amsterdam. Those who are willing to lsiten to boys speak on the subject
"How would you like it if people said that you were too old to have any sexual drive
should review this manuscript. ·
and made laws against it??! ... How would you feel -if the American people outlawed
·:{'"i-:··;::-;:w-·,uu;;:❖--:::·•❖•❖-··h::,:::-;t: :@m,t:< ),.;.:::.:-.-.x--:::7•·•«tV1;"ffr"tV.."••;:n:...p·;~mq:-:::-,;zy:m~-.s~ ;r: 0) "k\Je:::/A·:'~':;::=;:::~:·::r::-.::·:·~=:::::::::::?.:":~::=:::fz•f:::?"'<-?i.:'.+i.. X:,3::;::::~::•~•=:::;-:.
your sex drive, outlawed your seductiveness, and made it next to impossible-for you to
"Speaking Out" is part of our continuing effort to provide a true forum of opinion
have a good relationship with anybody legally, because those others were too scared
for the community. We encourage you to send your ideas, feelings and com·ments
and too guilty feeling to admit that they could be naturally, normally attracted to a
to us and we encourage you to respond to any ideas expressed in this space. Subgrey-haired old man?!"
missions to "Speaking Out" should be TYPED and DOUBLE SPACED, and, if
"I don't like child abusers or molesters - not at all -- but I do like the good adult
possible, held to under 5 pages in length. The opinions expressed in "Speaking
who likes children - who loves them - including their sexual side and who will
Out" do not necessarily reflect the views of the newspaper, the staff or the adverrespond positively to the child when he (the kid) asks for a sexual part of their love."
tisers. Write c/o Speaking Out, GCN, 167 Tremont St., 5th Fl., Boston, MA 02111.
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GCN Job Openings
Marketing Director/Classified Ad Manager: Increase subscription sales
. through direct mail marketing, display and classified ads in other publications, and renewal campaigns. Increase the paper's visibility through various
. promotional efforts. Prepare the weekly classified ads for typesetting and
lay them out, and perform related bookkeeping/billing and promotional activities. Requirements:/ Strong administrative, creative, organizational,
and recordkeeping skills necessary. Marketing and/ or bookkeeping ex·
perience helpful.

oversee the layout
Design Director: Establish overall design of the paper,
to
and proofreading functions on production night. Design (or assign
volunteer artists) front cover, centerspread artwork/layout, and book suppromotional
other
Design
graphics.
plement
materials. Requirements: Strong graphic design/art skills. Familiarity with
type specifications, knowledge of printing techniques, and previous design/layout experience preferred. (Interviewed applicants will be asked to
supply a portfolio.)

Advertising Manager: Solicit and obtain revenue-producing ads and
develop strategies for increased advertising. Send out monthly billings and
conduct follow-lip on delinquent accounts. Requirements: Strong organizational, interpersonal, and recordkeeping skills. Previous sales or related experience helpful.

All positions reql!ire a commitment to gay/lesbian liberation, feminism,
social change, anti-racist politics, and the collective decision-making
process.
Weekly salary for each position is $150. Benefits include fully paid health
and life insurance, three weeks paid vacation, and unlimited sick leave. To
apply, please send cover letter indicating which position you are applying for
no later than February 1, 1985 to: Gordon Gottlieb, GCN, 167 Tremont
Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02111.
Lesbians and gay men of color are particularly encouraged to apply.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW
John P. Ward, David R. Lund,
Janice Platner, Lynda Brack
•
•
•
•
•

Criminal Defense
Real Estate Transactions
Domestic Relations
Discrimination
Probate of Estates
483 Beacon Street, Suite 11

•
•
•
•
•

Estate Planning
Business Representation
Relationship Agreements ·
Civil Litigation
General Practice of Law

• Boston, MA 02115

617-266-0760
'

A·c tive, Goal-oriented

Therapy for Anxiety
Serving the community since 1976
For individuals with anxieties over AIDS-related life-style
changes, other fears, or problems with shyness or coming
out, we develop an individual program of therapy and encourage them to evaluate their own progress toward very
specific goals. Our licensed staff consists of psychologists,
social workers, and psychiatrists. For information call
262-9116.
Information-Evaluation-Referral Service
Insurance accepted

m

Specializing in short-term,
problem-focused therapy

~iOr

~IQf(ZS

45 Newbury Street, Boston
Near the Arlington Street MBTA

you can't

Cincinnati Teen Porn Ban
Passes First Test
By John Zeh
CINCINNATI - A new Ohio
law prohibiting possession of
material showing persons under 18
having sex passed its first court fest
in the state when a judge upheld its
constitutionality here Jan. 4.
Municipal Court Judge Sylvia
Hendon, a former Juvenile Court
referee, denied a motion to dismiss
the first-degree misdemeanor
charge filed against a Cincinnati
man. "If there are no possessors,"
she told attorney Fred Kleinhaus,
"soon distributors and producers
will be out of business. This is a
simple case.'
Vice squad police in late October arrested 47-year-old John
Meadows at his downtown room,
seizing a box of gay newspapers
arid boy skin magazines. Judge
Hendon released him on his own
recognizance.
At first, police said a "confidential informant," identified by
Meadows to GCN as "an 18-yearold hustler,'' reported the material
to them. After the hearing, officer
John Newsom said the police had
received "a citizen's complaint."
In court, Newsom displayed the
large box of seized periodicals for
the press. On the top were slick,
explicit sex magazines - "Moppets and Teens," "Joy Boys,"
"Boy Studies," and others. City
Prosecutor Charles "Chick"
Dorfman singled out three or four
as .illegal. Other pu blkations
seized in the raid included several

Oklahoma

'til you've
got it!
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Continuedfrom page I
breadth of the statutory language,
and argued that in fact the law only barred advocacy that urged
students to commit homosexual
acts. When Justice William Brennan asked if the law could be used
against teachers who said, "I wish
they'd leave these homosexuals
alone," Arrow answered no, and
argued that as a matter of judicial
interpretation, the state court
would find such a broad statement
to be protected.
Arrow raised four main
arguments in support of the law.
First, he argued that the state has
a legitimate right to promote student respect for the law and to
prevent the corruption of student
morality. Second, he argued that
teachers are strong role models for
children, and the state has an interest in assuring that its teachers
will be models who promote "normal ... social integration."
Third, he argued that free
speech rights of public employees
differ from those of private
citizens, and that the state can
properly regulate ''the manner in
which public school teachers advocate the crime of homosexuality." And finally, he argued that
despite separate laws that allow
the firing of a teacher for immorality or moral turpitude, the
anti-advocacy position fills a big
gap in state law that would otherwise preclude dismissal of unfit
teachers.
Laurence Tribe, a noted constitutional scholar from Har
vard University, argued the
case for NGTF, assisted by
Kathleen Sullivan. Tribe raised
three major arguments: that the
law was an unconstitutional attempt by the state to regulate
speech based on its content; that
the law had an enormous chilling
effect on Oklahoma teachers; and
that the law did not serve any
''legitimate state interest in
preventing the incitement of
criminal activity or disruption of
the education of children in the
public school."
The justices seemed quite
engaged by the arguments and had
more questions for Tribe than Arrow, a fact that knowledgeable

issues of the national gay biweekly, the Advocate; one Newsweek;
the sex education book, Show Me;
and several NAMBLA Newsletters. "That one [the North
American Man/Boy Love Association paper] is fairly disgusting,"
Newsome told GCN. In fact, the
paper reports on transgenerational
sex laws and court cases and
publishes erotic short stories, but
n·o explicit photos.
The new law revised the state's
"pandering obscenity" statute in
late September, making it illegal to
"possess or control any material
that shows a minor participating
or engaging in .sexual activity,
masturbation, or bestiality." It
carries a maximum penalty of six
months in jaiJ and a $1000 fine. A
second offense is a felony. The law
exempts ''bona fide medical,
scientific, educational, religious,
governmental, judicial, or other
proper purpose."
Kleinhaus,
representing
Meadows as a Public Defender,
argued the U.S., Supreme Court in
1969 did not intend to extend
regulation of obscenity into one's
private home. He noted, though,
that he "in no way wishes to suggest the entire statute is unconstitutional. There is a legitimate in~
terest in protecting minor
children's participation in production,
transporting,
and
exhibiting" such material.
Meadows told GCN the books in

question are five to 15 years old.
Prosecutor Dorfman said a 1982
Supreme Court decision gave the
state "leeway" to prohibit
material "harmful" to children."
When you balance the equities and
the welfare of children, it certainly
comes down on the side of the
state," he argued. "The statute
does comply with guidelines laid
down by the Supreme Court. It is
within constitutional parameters
for a state to outlaw possession of
child pornography. There's no
way to stop the abuse of children
during production without probiting possession as well as distribution."
Countered Kleinhaus, "The
state's very legitimate purposes of
avoiding anti-social behavior are
satisfied, but these [possession] interests are out of line. Apparently
the [prosecutor] does not know the
law of the U.S."
The legislator who sponsored
the new law, Rep. Francine
Panehal from northern Ohio, was
quoted in the Cincinnati Enquirer
as saying, ''This is aimed at large
dealers and distributors. We don't
really care what people look at in
their homes. What we are interested in is trying to protect the
children who get used in this
material." She acknowledged,
however, that the bill's language
permits arrest of anyone with such
material and said she believes the
law will survive legal challenge.

court wags say means nothing.
Chief Justice Warren Burger, with
typical insight, noted that the state
could certainly proscribe teachers'
advocacy of drug dealing or
murder.
Tribe countered that under the
First Amendment the state cannot
punish the advocacy of reform of
criminal law, nor regulate the content of expression with which it
disagrees. When Tribe noted that
the First Amendment upholds the
right of citizens to speak out in
favor of even the violent overthrow ·of the government, Burger
responded, "If you advocate the
violent ·6verthrow of the government in this country or any other,
you get shot."
Justice William Rehnquist
observed that the law had not
been applied in any teacher's
dismissal and asked what was the
harm in the law. Tribe pointed out
the law's chilling effect.on speech
as a continuing harm endured by
the teachers NGTF represents.
Justice Thurgood Marshall
noted that the legislature is allowed to take into account that
teachers are role models for
students, to which Tribe
countered, "If teachers had that
strong and penultimate power as
role models, one would expect
there to be no gay people."
The scope of the arguments was
unnerving, because it dramatically
showed how foreign the reality of
gay life is to members of the
court. The Chief Justice lumped
gay people in the same breath as
heroin dealers and murderers;
Justice Rehnquist spoke about
how no actual harm has been done
by the statute. Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor asked why the state
doesn't have the right to have its
way. As Apuzzo observed, "It
was horrifying to listen to that
stuff."
Apuzzo identified another
lesson the argument holds for the
gay and lesbian community: "Gay
people and gay issues don't have
judicial access, because judicial
access presupposes the right of the
person to be there. What gay people have to do each time we're in
court is to plead for the right to be
there."
Nearly 20 organizations filed
amicus curiae (friend of the court)
briefs in support of NGTF. The

list of supporters included Gay
and Lesbian Advocates and
Defenders (GLAD), Lambda
Legal Defense Fund, the Center
for Constitutional Rights, the
American Association of University Professors, and Parents and
Friends of Gays.
The highest profile governmental support came from a joint
amicus brief filed by the New
.York State Attorney General,
Robert Abrams, and California
Attorney
General
John
VandeKamp. They identified
themselves as "chief legal officers
of their states charged with protecting the civil liberties and rights
of their citizens including public
employees, homosexuals and
those seeking to discuss unpopular
causes."
Briefs in support of the
Oklahoma City Board of Education were filed by the National
School Board Association, the
National Education Association,
Concerned Women for American
Educational and Legal Defense
Foundation, and the Washington
Legal Foundation (WLF).
The WLF, a right-wing group
which claims 80,000 members,
"devotes a substantial portion of
its resources to cases involving
preservation of traditional family
values and the defense of constitutional rights of law-abiding
citizens." The Foundation's brief
called homosexuality ''dangerous
and corrupting," and argued that
the "encouragement of homosexual practices" poses a "tangible
health and safety threat . . . It is
now a matter of public record that
the deadly Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is
conclusively associated with
homosexual activity.''
The court will probably take at
least two months to render
a ruling on the case. The
court has a number of options: it
could decide the case on its merits
and issue the highest-level decision
involving gay rights so far; it
could abstain from deciding and
defer to the Oklahoma state
courts to make the initial deter.mi nation of the constitutionality
of the state law; or it could refer
the question of the law's actual
scope to the Oklahoma State
Supreme Court and then reserve
the right to decide the case later.
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SnOW White Tells All

Dear Valiant/Dart owner,

Monthly Moodies
By Susie Day
Every month, a horrible thing
happens. A little round egg, that
never caused anyone any harm, is .
released from one of my lesbianfeminist ovaries and rolls down my
lesbian-feminist fallopian tube until it comes to my lesbian-feminist
uterus, where it lies around expecting to get laid . I can imagine it at .
first wistfully humming to itself,
''Some Day My Prince Will
Come." Then, a few days later,
with no sweaty ol' prince having
come anywhere near the premises,
it becomes a tad more assertive,
belting out "Gimme a Hotdog for
My Roll" with increasingly feeble
bumps and grinds. Finally realizing its life a sham, its dream impossible, it flushes itself down the
tubes. Perhaps it goes out whistling, "Is That All There Is?" I
don't know . I don.'t want to know .
You pay a high price in this world
for being a dried up, selfish old
maid.
Don't mind me. I get this wayperiodically. Being a full-time lesbian with political convictions and
a part-time job, I can get pretty
moody during my "woman 's
time." It is then that my personal/political outlook can resemble a jackal's dinner, upchucked
on a plaid pantsuit. Somehow, it
all makes me wonder what Snow
White did when she got her period.
Did the dwarves get on her nerves?
Was she rude to Mr. Disney?

* * *

"Well, frankly, Susie - yes.
guess I do get a little cross .'' Snow
White rolled her lovely, dark eyes
up toward heaven. She folded her
little apron and gracefully sat
down on the rustic milkstool that
decorated her Hollywood bungalow. "But I just chalk it up to
Female Destiny. 'Moody, thy
name is Woman,' I tell myself."
"But you've never had a moody
day in your life,'' I exclaimed.
"You ' ve tinkled and sparkled and
sang through the worst of times .
And I've always loved you for it."
"Lies, Susie . All lies. I mean,
sure, I sang for my prince to come.
But when he finally came, it was
no big deal, you know?" Snow
White absently toyed with a strand
of lustrous, black hair. "Everybody else thought that goodness
had prevailed; virtue had its
reward; my roll had its hotdog.
But inside, I died a little. I
remember asking myself, 'Is that
all there is?' ''
"You mean -your life has been
just - just another media distortion?"
"You betcha."
Fighting back tears of rage and
frustration, I was able to stammer,
"But - but what do you do to
overcome monthly moodiness?"
"Why, I wouldn't overcome
them if I could!" Snow White
cried, clapping her hands together
in helpless, feminine glee. "Moods

ar~ a very important part of being
a grown-up woman." Snow
White' s alluring bodke expanded
in pride as she went on to say,
"You see, Susie, each of our
womanly bodies is absolutely overX
little
with
flowing
chromosomes."
"X chromosomes?" I gasped .
"That's none of my business . "
" Oh, yes it is! " Snow White
gave a short whistle . Suddenly,
two dainty swallows soared into
the room. Twittering merrily, they
pulled a movie screen down from
the ceiling. A bevy of fluffy squirrels dashed to turn off the lights ,
then flicked on a nearby projector.
As if by magic, winsome Disne:y X
chromosomes started to rollick
and prance their way into my
heart. Snow White continued to
speak, her rippling, musical laugh
occasionally punctuating her
words.
''These X chromosomes are ,
of'
billions
into
paired
chromosomal couples. The couples i
gossip together; they go out on lit- '
tie dates together; and together
they live in a cooperative of samesex cells, one ne·ighbor '
chromosome borrowing tiny cups ,
of sugar from another neighbor.
Gosh, Susie, each woman's body
is really nothing more than a
gigantic lesbian community.
"Oh, look!" Snow White's
enthusiasm was contagious.
'' Here come Connie and Candy
Chromosome! They're on their
first date. Ooooh, they are starting
to give each other teeny
backrubs .... Now see all the little
chromosomes getting ready for
their period! Some are laughing;
some are crying; some are retching ... Uh-oh . Here is a gang that is
fed up with working within the
System. See their eensy-weensy
rally? They are about to hold a
protest march to Miss Uterus,
where they intend to kick up some
mighty bad cramps.
"So you see," declared Snow
White as the film ended and the
lights came on, ''we women go
through thousands of itty-bitty
ups and downs in a second. No
wonder we are moody! And, apart
from living their own lives, our X
chromosomes are attuned to the
larger rhythms of the cosmos .
"Yes, Susie," Snow White's
crystal soprano rang out, "much
like the moon, the tides, the international political scene , women
are in perpetual change. However,
unlike the international political
scene, women tend to change for
the better.' ' Snow White and I
laughed like sisters.
"When you see the full moon in
the sky, you know those little X's
are in there, baying at it. And
when you see those big, ugly
Pershing 2 missiles ready to be de1
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By David jolly

Sunday morning and the phone rang. It was Roger,
mber one childhood friend. "Just making sure
you'll be there." We'd been .alking about a reunion of
Bassick High School's Class of 1967 for years. As
er class officers, we had even felt some responity for organizing the affair but we had both
moved far from home after college and it was, to say
the least, a low priority in our lives. We talked a good
union but that was it. So there was no fifth and no
th, and now it had fallen to people I sca·rcely
membered to organize the fifteenth.
"Who else is going?" I asked.
"May Anne and Woolsey. I don't know about
ie. Stephen's supposed to be there."
Stephen? Stephen McCarthy? I felt something
d in the pit of my stomach, the first sign that
ould approach Friday's date with my past with mo
than idle curiosity.
Stephen McCarthy. I'd totally blocked ori him.•
First boy I had sex with. First to spread the rumor that
as a faggot. I remember the day in Mr. Carr's
logy class when Woolsey told me that Stephen was
ming people I was queer. I remember the feeling
old, hard slap in the face.
.
had liked Stephen and admired him. He was difnt, more sophisticated and intellectual than the
t of the crowd we hung out with. I had similar
pret
ions and I also had a crush. So for a year I
ne
d my "immature" friends to cultivate a
sophisticated relationship with Stephen. He was
· ned with blond hair and a ski nose. At fourteen he
s interested in sketching, yoga, and biology experiments on white rats he kept in his basement. W
used· to talk about religion a lot - he was already a
atheist, and we used to play lots of coy sexual games.
I
e fall of ninth grade the games got serious. He was
c
us, I was that and more. One Saturday morning
after I'd spent the night at his house, he made it clear
he didn't want to explore any further. I was frusd _and a bit miffed, but I wasn't going to push m se f on him. We rode bikes that morning. I had a go
Shortly thereafter, Woolsey told me about the
ors. I remember feeling hurt, fear, and helpless, but I don't remember anger. I doubt there was
o anger that Stephen had betrayed our friendthat he had stopped to spreading rumors about
e failed to tell folks just how it was he knew.
tephen was right . He had stopped the sex; I
ore. I was queer and he wasn't. (I still don't
hen was homosexual. J But why had he
me? Perhaps to avoid being labelled queer
er haps to see what the respons~ would be d from others. There was a cold curiosity
hen; I have the sense that he'd have done
to study its effects. I wonder what haprats.
a what to do. Certainly there was n
advice, so I did the best I coul
and ignored the rumors. Af

a while they were old news and were dropped. Doing
nothing may have been an intelligent short-term tactic . Unfortunately, my long-term strategy was to run
to the back of the closet. And there I dug in for the next
seven years.
The underpinnings of that closet strategy were
fear and guilt. About the time of my interlude with
Stephen, I learned the gory and exaggerated details of
venereal disease. Somehow I convinced myself th
had picked up syphilis from him. It would have
just like Stephen, I thought, to have experimen
with others before me, to have contracted VD, and to
then not tell me. By now my distrust of him was complete and paranoia struck deep. I imagined all kinds of
sores and sore sensations on my genitals, but I was
paralyzed by guilt and embarrassment. It took me two
years to muster the courage to see a.doctor and request
a blood test. I remember the shock I felt when he very
matter-of-factly asked if my contact had been male or
female. I lied 1 though I was tempted to blurt out the
whole story. A week later he reported that the test was
negative, but my relief wsa tempered by a new ro
of paranoia. When I'd called for the results, it
taken him a while to remember who I was. I began imagining that he hadn 1t really tested the blood sample.
aybe he hadn 1t believed I'd had sex with anyon
aybe he had discarded the sample as soon as I'd le
e office. For several years more I worried that
disease was raging through my body.
I felt there was little I could do about my VD 1but
:was not going to add insult to injury. I w_a s not going to
court the scorn heaped on Bassick' s identified queers.
I knew only too well what was said about effemin e
boys; two were in my biology class. They were
ducks on several counts; their swishy ways wer
co;wenient · peg on which to hang all their idiosyncrasies, ali7 easy target for many barbed remarks
There was also a Puerto Rican boy in the busines
course, a shy but flamboyant kid who hadn 1t a prayer
of passing. After class day exercises in my sophomore
year, some seniors took the roses that decorate the
auditorium. As Miguel walked down the halt they
owered him with petals.
To avoid such ridicule, I tried to modify
naturally bouncy walk - cute but a little fruity. I
watched my speech, afraid my S's were overly
sibilant. I was convinced I had a girl s ass 1 a dead
giveaway to the observant 1 so I tried to tuck it under
my pelvis as I walked. And I fanatically avoided any
homosexual contact.
Six months after my break with Stephen 1 another
iend made some clumsy ·advances. One day while
e were fooling around 1he wrestled me to the ground
and threatened to disrobe me . I was turned on, b
was also determined not to let him succeed. I fou
like I had never fought before. He was three years
older and had 60 pounds on me 1 but I got away.
Though I liked this guy and he continued to "flirt/' -I
ever let him get that cl_o se again. The episode with
tpehen had signalled the end of puberty and its sex
ual explorations . It had ushered in a new wave o
uritanism: guilt 1 hard work/ and chastity.
Bassick High School is in Bridgeport, Conn. In the
1960s Bassick was a diverse place and a tough one.
There were a smattering of middle-class kids and a
few well-to-do, but most came from working class
European families. Close to 40 percent were Black a
I

Puerto Rican; the majority of these were poor kids
from the public housing projects. The "tough" guys
swagger~d down the halls in leather jackets, peg
pants, and black pointy shoes. Combs, picks 1 and
knives bulged in their pockets.
One afternoon at a Key Club sock-hop 1 Roger was
taking tickets. He stopped a large boy-man marching
through the door. 11 Hey, wait a minute 1 where 's your
ticket?" The guy pulled a knife and held it to Roger 1s
throat . "Right here . 11 "Step right in/' replied Roger.
We think he was kidding. I will never know just how
much was tough, how much was bluff. I did not want
to mess with tho§e guys.
The central component of my closet strategy was
' 1success.' 1 I diligently pursued the AA (All-American)
status enjoyed by certain upperclassmen1 boys who
filled me with admiration and crushes. If only I could
e like Kenny August 1 maybe then .... Good grades
ame easily enough, and I was drafted ·1nto school
politics my freshman year but sports were more problematic. I was never athletic. I barely played a
mediocre game of tennis, but dutifully went out for
the team because All-Americans had to play something. Bassick was an inner-city school. Many more
kids- had switchblades than tennis rackets. For that
reason 1 and that reason alone 1 I made the team.
Whaf interested me most, at least at first, was
theater. My freshman year I auditioned for the
musical The Boy Friend and landed a part in the chorus.
I was very excited. I hung out with talented upperclassmen and had a wonderful time . They were a
marked crew of oddba_lls and, of course 1faggots . They
were bright, witty 1 bitchy kids. They fascinated me
but I found their cynicism disturbing. I was into AllAmerican. idealism. I wasn 1t sure I wanted a do
association with that crowd.
To say there was an element of overcompensation
to my high school career is to put it mildly. Nowhere
was this clearer than in my relations with my classmates_. I felt I had to be friendly to everyone - the
jocks and the hoods who intimidated me, the Blacks
whom I did not understand 1 the weird kids who were
unattractive and unpopular. As class president I felt a
ridiculous responsibility to create some sense of a
cohesive class from these disparate groups. A naive
and paternalistic ethic of egalitarianism was at work
e: You too can be just like us bright 1white, colleg
nd kids if only we i~clude you in-our activities an
you try hard to act just like us. Second, there_was my
fear of alienating anyone. I needed acceptance,
especially from the tough guys and the cool'' collegiate crowd, people I felt could rip me to shreds i
they wanted.
A ,final and critical aspect of All-American status
s the girlfriend. From fifth grade on, my strong and
natural friendships with girls were distorted by
pressures to turn them into romances. I was myself a
eluctant perpetrator of this masquerade, confused
ut willing to see what this boyfriend-girlfriend thing
was all about. At least that way I got to spend time
with girls I liked. Through seventh grade my friends
and I hung out in a group, boys and girls together, and
there were lots of good times. Then, in eighth grade 1
puberty hit full force; by high school, sex had hopelessly muddled it all. The episode with Stephen made
things crystal clear again but all wrong: boys were
friends and girls were dates. I played along and w
rarely without a girlfriend. What better way to co
vince myself and others that I wasn't a faggot than to
make out with some of the foxiest girls in our class, the
envy of many a Bassick he-man.
The sex with high school· girlfriends was very inocent1 not terribly exciting though pleasurable. For
the first time I pursued a few girls just because I found
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them attractive. Earlier romances were all with girls I
liked, girls who were fun and interesting, kind and
caring. Now sometimes these qualities took a back
seat to a new factor , whether a girl held a modicum of
sex appeal for me. I didn't feel great about it, but that's
the way the game was played.
Though I earned Bassick' s AA rating, high school
was a lonely experience. I felt estranged from my old
boy friends, none of whom were gay, and isolated by
romance from girls who might have been good
friends . I was stuck by myself with a reality I was trying hard to deny and disprove. And now fifteen years
later I was going back. Why?
Because I really was curious to see what had happened to this motley crew. And because Roger and I
had talked about a reunion for so long that I nev
stopped to ask, ''Do I really want to do this?'' Until
called me with news of Stephen, I had quite successfully blocked on my experience in Bassick High' s
closet and with it the painful feelings a reunion might
dredge up. I was going, that was all.
If Roger's call Sunday was the first inkling I had
that painful memories and anxious moments lurked
behind this reunion, a dream Monday night clinched
it: I was at the reunion. Stephen was absent but Bobby
Bartok was there. In high school Bobby sported a flattop and was decidedly overweight; now he had long
hair and a physique that was clearly the product of
self-conscious body building. He was nearly, perhaps
completely naked; in either case he had enormous sexual equipment which he kept offering me throughout
the evening. It was evident that he and several other
classmates, none of whom I recognized, had all come
out since June 1967, and it seemed they formed some
t of alternative reunion. I was confused, torn be. en the two crowds. I was delighted and titillated
by Bobby and friends, but I was also embarassed. I
spent much of the dream bouncing between gay and
straight groups, deep down wishing I could give the
traights the slip. I awoke amused but aware that I
needed to do some serious thinking about how I was
going to present myself Friday evening.
·
Geoffey has been my lover for several years, b
he was not going to the reunion with me. We'd joked
about it, but never seriously discussed it. The trek was
costing me ,,$200. Back in graduate school again, I
couldn't_afford to pay his way as well. Nor did I feel
comfortable asking him to lay out that money to lend
me moral support or help me make a political statement. Besides, I wasn't sure I really wanted him there.
knew I didn't want to spend the entire evening exlaining to Geoffrey who these people were to me 15
years ago or explaining to them who Geoffrey is to me
today.
Then Thursday night Geoffrey and I had a long
alk. It became clear to him just how anxious I was. He
id he wanted to come with me, to storm the Class of
67 as a team. It felt good that he understood what thi
affair meant to me and that he wanted to share it wit
me. I thought about the offer and refused. If it had
been 50 miles instead of 500 ... but neither of us had
$200 to spare. And I was doing fine, nervous but fine.
So Thursday at 11 p.m. I packed my bag and Geoffre
and I went to bed. I lay awake a long time, then awoke
a full hour before the alarm sounded at six a.m. Geoffrey drove me to the airport and I flew back to Bassick
High. I still didn't know what I'd say when someone
sked where the little woman was.
·
Roger and I drove to the reunion together. Roger
known for years that I'm gay, so I told him I wa
vous and why. It felt like he'd be there if I neede

him. Stephen didn't show and I didn't miss him. Bobby Bartok did but he was not the Bobby of my dreams.
The flat-top had grown out and he was trimmer but it
was obvious he wasn't body-building. He was fully
othed. He came with his wife and showed me pieres of their daughter.
It seemed to me that 15 years had mellowed the
men who attended. Of course, many didn't show. The
hard-core jocks were in short supply; there were only
two or three Black men and no Puerto Ricans. Most
who came were working-class guys who didn't go to
collge or took evening classes at local schools. They all
felt good enough about themselves to attend a reunion
and make their lot public knowledge. My worst fea
ad them sullen, defensive, excessively macho. Not
they were there to have a good time, to satisfy their
curiosities, and in a few instances to boast about their
successes. They were chatty and friendly.
.
None of the men asked me why I wan't married
t two women did. Marie Nastu, still single and a hot
ticket in a fire-engine red jumpsuit, popped the question while we boogalooed to '60s rock nostalgia.
"Well, Marie, I'm gay."
She laughed. "Be serious."
"I am."
1
"No, I mean it, be serious."
"Marie, I'm gay, really and truly. Is it such
shock?''
"No!" she fairly screamed. We kept on dancing .
Then along came Lynda Johnson, still blond and
elfin. When I was ten, I choreographed a soft-shoe
routine to "Side by Side" which she and I presented·
at the Christmas party in Miss Kostick' s fifth grade.
'' So how come you' re not married?''
"I'm gay."
"You're kidding me."
''Nope.''
Pause. '' Are you happy?''
Another pause. "Yeah, I am."
Exit 'singing, "Oh, we ain't got a barrel
money .... '' •
Once again it was Woolsey who broke the ba'
news. Apparently five or six people had decided it wa
easier and more discreet to ask him why I wasn't married. Woolsey, like Roger, knew but he finessed it ,
lbeit through an inebriated haze: ''Hey, this guy was
class president. It takes time to find a woman who can
_eet the standards of a man of prominence." Of the
mquisitive, the one that made me wince was Marilyn
Jervis. When she and I were girlfriend and boyfriend
in junior high school, she was six inches taller than I
was and the finest person I knew - thoughtful, carin
with a warm and easy laugh. When we met at the re
nion, she was just an inch taller than me and she sti
radiated goodness. We talked about her nursing wmk
in a pediatrics intensive care unit and about her family: two kids of her own and over the years some five
foster children. She asked me how I was doing but she
asked Woolsey why I wasn't married. "I've .heard
ome bad news about David. Is it true he's gay?'' Bad
ews, huh? As opposed to the good news of the
Gospel, I imagined. In high school Marilyn became a
devout and traditional Christian. She was saved, but
gay people are damned for sure and she was con-

cerned, sincerely concerned. "Is it true?" Wools
played dumb.
Ask me, Marilyn. Not a mean bone in your bo
but probably some ignorant ones. I'll make
understand. It's people like you who need to un
stand. But this was tµe wrong place and there was no
time. Before I knew it, Marilyn was gone and the
nion was over. Roger, Woolsey and I hit an allt
diner for some coffee.
I suppose it seems strange that I scarcely g
Stephen's non-appearance a second thought. I thin
that by Friday night I had aired much of the anxi
I
felt at the prospect of our personal reunion. But
think the memories of Stephen that Roger's phon
et in motion were just the tip of the iceberg, a pot
symbol of all the misgivings I had about returnin
Bassick Hlgh. As the week before the reunion wo
and other fears squeezed or crashed through ·m
sciousl}ess, Stephen's importance receded until once
gain he assumed human and manageable p ·
tions. So my rel~ef at his absence was relatively
or
as was the disappointment I felt not getting to see him
again. ·In the last analysis, he 111eans little to m
curiosity about Stephen is, at most, idle.
I can't say the curiosity that drew me to this affair
was entirely satisfied, but then again curiosity
goes so far. I am not very nostalgic; basically I'm
to be done with that experience: adolescence, high
chool, Bridgeport. Those years were too convol
for me ever to make sense of them. I lugged elsew
the conflicts that they engendered and, to th
their resolution is possible, it will occur elsew
not in Bridgeport, certainly not a.,t reunions. Still
glad I went back.
Saturday morning, the morning after. The p
rang at my parents' house. It was Marilyn. She
because she felt bad she didn't get to say goo
me last night. She called because she woke u
morning depressed. It had been fifteen years sine
had seen people who had meant so much to he
grade school and high school, and now she had no i
how long it would be before she saw them again.
oment she called I had been writing about her
change with Woolsey. ESP or serendipity - I
·
in both . We talked about our regrets that
drifted apart in high school, that our early ro
had made it difficult to sustain the friendship af
''broke up.'' We talked about her marriage at a
about how lucky she was that it had worked
worked well. She said again how much she l
nursing.
Then she asked if I was happy in North Carol'
had good friends there. So I told her about Ge
nd our two years together. I told her he was thi
_of nursing school and she encouraged me to en
him. She asked how long I'd known I was ga
told her since I was 13; (It wasn't quite true
when I learned the word for what I'd felt s
five, but I've found that explaining homo
ults is like telling kids about sex. You a
Conlin
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Organizing support/Raising consciousness

Getting It Together Inside
Here are three pieces by
members of the Atascadero Gay
Encounter (AGE), a gay support
group at Atascadero State
[Prison] Hospital in California.
GCN's prisoner project has
recently received letters from
prisoners in several states talking
about getting such groups started.
Some of them already have
"unofficial" groups going.
In 1980 (GCN Vol.7, No.29),
· Ed Mead, a member of Men
Against Sexism at Washington
State Prison, wrote:
It ain't easy, but gay prisoners
can get together and start organizing... This means study groups,
rap sessions, propaganda work,
and community outreach. If an
authority exists other than that of
the pigs, gay victims 'of
homophobia will not have to
check in [to protective custody].
By organizing to fight back, not
only against sexist aggressors in
the population, but against the inhuman conditions of confinement
suffered by all prisoners, we will
gain the respect of all prisoners.
And we can't earn it while divided
and isolated from each other. The
highly sexist codes of convictdom
are neither correct nor unchangeable. Gay prisoners must
be strengthened - not written
off
Community outreach (and
more contact between people inside and out generally) is one of
the aims of the bi-weekly
"Prisoners Seeking Friends" penpal space (see the classifieds pages
this week). Most white, middleclass people are extremely naive
about how their police/justice
system abuses the less privileged.
We think that all of us (inside and
out) can learn something from
these articles and penpal relationships.
Gay paperbacks (paperbacks
that like other paperbacks?) are
always welcome at GCN for sending out to prisoners. Thanks.

diversity and individuality within
our community, instead of keeping prejudices that have often
been learned by us from our
adolescence in the dominant
culture; a culture which puts
heavy emphasis on conformity.
AGE encourages non-gays to
participate in the discussions to
allow them to broaden their
knowledge of gays. I would define
AGE in its broadest function as a
Gay Education Center for anyone
wanting information about being
gay. We are able to communicate
in the language that is familiar and
common to most gay people
without the overtones of
heterosexist ridicule. There exists
a sense of Gay Pride within the
group.
There is some structure involved in the organization. We
have a staff sponsor [Dan
Altimus] who is gay, and we elect
members to serve on our council.
We have socials, and outside gay
speakers periodically visit to
enlighten us on gay issues in the
community. We also have a
limited library.
AGE initially was created as a
part of a Sexual Orientation Program and was limited to referrals
from staff. However, they have
accepted gay-oriented people
from throughout the prison/hospital recently. I feel that there
is a need here to recognize the Gay
Population not just as a "group",
but as a "project," as they have
with other minorities, including
the Black and Spanish projects.
The Medical Director of this institution does not favor this proposal. We are not totally endorsed
by all psychiatric professionals as
"healthy," even though being gay
is no longer officially considered a
mental illness. This has not
changed the attitudes of some who
like to use the sickness argument.
If we are going to become
triumphant in our struggle to
grow as a people we must first

I have been at Atascadero for
the past five years. During the
first two years of my stay I simply
denied and avoided my sexuality.
Hence AGE was the last group I
wanted to be affiliated with for
fear if I attended that everyone
would know that I was homosexual.
My third year I was urged to attend AGE and with reservation I
did so. I attended, experiencing the
anxieties of being discovered and
ostracized from the main
populace. I look back and can
visualize myself going surreptitiously into AGE and leaving
early. I made shrewd attempts at
executing my exits to insure that
no one knew of my secret. Little
did I know at the time that
everyone knew of my preference
and it made little if any difference
to them. Nothing was said to me
about this because it turned out
not to matter to the people that I
believed it would matter to.
As time went on I discovered
that AGE wasn't the monster that
I imagined. With the last two
years of my being at ASH I have
become much more comfortable
with my sexuality, since it is a
lifestyle that I will lead when I'm
back in the community. So I am
finding that as part of AGE I am
building up the experience I'll
need when I leave here.
Thus it has proven a vital element in my learning to deal with
myself and with others like me:
our ideas, values, experiences, attitudes, fears, pleasures, and I
could go on mentioning an endless
number of benefits. I have found
that AGE has provided me with
the opportunity to make the contact with people that otherwise I
never would have met. Without
these supportive friends, 1 might
still be dodging the fact that I am
homosexual.
- Carlos

We are able to explore and be exposed to other gay personality
types, which should enable us to·
broaden our awareness and
tolerance of the diversity and individuality within our lifestyle, instead of keeping prejudices that
have _been learned from the dominant culture.
My observations about AGE
quell the temptation to hide
are multi-faceted, however I do
(from) ourselves. There is a
notice
one
predominant · definite need for education both
characteristic which overrides all.
for the professionals and
Most of the patients referred here
ourselves. Pioneers who are willare new to the gay !ifestyle. I ing to risk stepping outside the
believe we have a majority of peoboundaries of conformity are few
ple exploring their gayness, and
and far between.
they are inexperienced for the
Complacency and homophobia •
most part. This social environ- are our worst internal opponents.
ment [prison] tends to produce We do have a voice as a Gay Peosecretiveness, and risking seems to
ple. We need to let go of some of
be embarrassing to many.
our egocentrism, and reach out
Being confronted with the for a unified gay community.
choice of being open .and explor- There is no better time to start
ing for the first time in their lives,
than now. Today is the first day of
many AGE members are easing the rest of our gay lives!
into the transition. Often change
-Chuck
and growth create some discomfort with people, so the social
climate in AGE is an opportunity
to safely open up to others and experiment with developing new
values for ourselves.
AGE is a vehicle for many
newcomers to see in ourselves our
own unique gay realities. We are
able to explore and be exposed to
other gay personality types, which
should enable us to broaden our
awareness and tolerance of the

When I was asked to write an
article about AGE my first reaction was that of apprehension.
Relatively new to the Gay scene,
and definitely not a source of
authority, I asked myself what experiences or pieces of information
do I have to offer? It took some
thought but I finally realized that
I did. Ironically, it is my inexperience and relative lack of
knowledge concerning the Gay
lifestyle.
It may sound strange but when
you really think about it, it's not.
It is part of a growth process we
experience in every facet of
human development. . We begin
our lives as ignorant creatures,
unable to comprehend people and
things around us but 'with an incredible thirst to understand. We
depend heavily on our parents,
teachers, and other authority
figures to impart their knowledge
and experiences of the world to us
so that we can grow. This relationship between "knowledged" and
"unknowledged" persons is a
Continued on next page
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One aspect of this hard work was
TAX PREPARATION
.;:j
confronting the fact that I was
AND PLANNING
-'
I.GI
"'"
homosexual. But I was not alone
INFORMING THE GAY COMMUNITY SINCE 1913
FINANCIAL COUNSELING
\~
IV4,- .
in this scary discovery and we
AA groups, bars. baths. book101', learned together, offering support Accommodations,
stores, businesses, counselors. dentists. doctors,
hotels. lawyers. mail order. media, publications,
#
along the way.
organizations, religious groups, services, social ·
Like · myself, many of my
groups, switchboards. therapists, travel agents,
etc. , etc .. etc.. . (area codes & zip codes too')
friends will be returning to the
community with a new sexual
USA & CANADA $10.
identity. To most of us it will be a
NEW YORK/NEW JERSEY $3.50; includes
Manhattan bar notes & women's section.
MARJORIE ,E.
new · expe'rience, mixed with
SOUTHERN EDITION $3.50; Alabama . Arkansas ,
eagerness and apprehension.
POSNER
N & S. Carolina. Florida. Georgia. Kansas. KenThough we have prepared
33 ASHCROFT ST.
tucky. Louisiana . Mississippi . Missouri. New.
JAMAICA PLAIN, MA 02130
ourselves by participating in
Mexico. Oklahoma. Puerto Rico. Tennessee.
Texas. Virginia
524-7565
various organizations like AGE
NORTHEAST EDITION $3.50: Connecticut .
and the Gay Rap Group, most of
Delaware. District of Columbia. Maine. Maryland.
us know little (and l fall into this
Massachusetts. New Hampshire. Ohio. PennsylvaAllegra Productions presents
nia. Rhode Island . Vermont. W Virginia.
very important part of any learn- category) about being gay. What I
SPARTACUS INTERNATIONAL GAY GUIDE for men
ing environment; but not the only am learning may be only subtly
$20; The rest of the world: does not include USA or
part. Along with relying on those different from the gay lifestyle
Canada : men·s coverage only.
who guide us, we also depend on outside. Or it may be a whole new
Renaissance House, Box 292GCN Village Station,
our peers who are also growing. ballgame. I have heard both verSaturday, February 2 °
NY, NY 10014 212-929-TT20. All books discreetly
by first class mail : your name kept strictly confidenWhile it may be the teacher with a sions and I myself have no idea .
tial. To list a business or orgqnization . or for further
constant supply of facts and It's fun and exciting to hear the
information . send stamped self-addressed
figures who first stirs our curiosi- various stories offered from those
business-size envelope. Please contact us lor
prices outside the USA. In Canada, order from Glad
ty, it is our fellow students and the who have experienced that type of
Day
Books, 648A Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario M4'{
opportunity to share among them life, but for me it's even more ex2A6 416-961-4161 (check for pric;;s).
totalk
with
a
friend
or
two
citing
the excitement we feel when
Ask us about Gayeltow Pages on mailing labels!
something new is learned that in- who relates to my ignorance,
,
curiosity,
and
most
important
of
spires and propels us toward further understanding. Both have all, willingness to learn.
10% OFF WITH THIS AD-8
We often discuss and fantasize
much to offer. And this process is
not confined to the classroom. It what the future holds for us.
(formerly Copy Cellar)
is something I have experienced Sometimes we think we know and
sometimes we have to admit that
here at Atascadero.
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D.MD.
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SUITE 400
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ca11elberry-dupree

Printing 131

It's fun and exciting to hear the
various stories offered by those
who have experienced gay life outside, but/or me it's even more exciting and rewarding to talk with a
friend who relates to my ignorance,
curiosity, and most _important of
all, willingness to learn.
Like most of us, I came here
having a difficult time developing
satisfying adult relationships. The
fact that I have accepted my
homosexual feelings, along with
impro.v ements in my self-esteem,
has now allowed me to open up
and form these types of relationships. In getting to know these
people, I have learned that some
of their problems were similar to
my own and that their lives required some of the same hard
work that I had to go through.

Printing
Copying
Typesetting

Open Evenings and Satu · ys
Mon.-Fri. 9-8, Sat. 11-4

(617) 723-5130
131 Charles Street, Boston ·

8 pm

TOWER
AUDITORIUM Mass. College of Art
621 Huntington Ave.,
Boston
©,\rborway line,
Longwood stop

TICKETS
$7.50 in advance
$8.00 at the door
_ ($2off with Mass. Coll. o f Art student ID)

Available from:
• New Words
• Bodyworks Gym
• Sandy's Music
• Out of Town Tkts.
• Glad Day
• Skippy White's
• Red Bookstore

9
Sign language
interpreted by . '
Laurie Rothfeld
For more information
call (617) 547-1378

we know very little. Regardless of
the ca·se, we are bounded; by anxiety, uncertainty, hope and a host
of other emotions. And though
my anticipation is influenced by
those who know, my inspiration
and sense of realness is derived
from those ~ho do not. And I am
one of those who does not know,
yet I have something to offer. It is
not knowledge or experience, yet
it is something just as important.
It is empathy .

Dr. Scott E. Borrelli

739 Boylston St. Suite 516
Boston, MA 02116
' 353-0555
Health Insurance Accepted

Out And Still Lonely
you still feel awkward and inadequate .. . you're
shy . .. you're scared to date or make
friends ... you can't find a· lover . . . your family has
rejected you.
·
Help is available.

South End Counseling
Methuen: f>87-4383
Boston: 437~9643

.

FENWAY COMMUNITY
HEALTH CENTER

BIJOU VIDEO
VALUES

Biiou Video Sales, the Midwest's
largest distributor of gay X-rated
video, offers you these new titles
at unusually low prices:

SIZING UP

The latest from Mott Sterling, director
of THE BIGGER THE SEHER.

ONE SIZE
FITS ALL
Brfon Hawkes in a locker room full
of sex-crazed sweothogs.

16 Haviland St., Boston, MA 02115 267-7573
Mon.-Thurs. 9 am-9 pm Fn. -Sat. 9 am-6 pm
Wed. 6-8 pm Walk-In VD Testing & Treatment
Wednesday Evenings - Gay Men's Sexually Transmitted Disease Night
By Appointment Only - as oi Oct. 1, 1983

Specialties Include
•

Internal medicine, infect ious disease, dermatology, hematology, oncology, minor
surgery, podiatry (including sports medicine), nutrition , family practice, psychiatry, infertility, gynecology, family plann ing

•

24 Hour Em ergency On Cal l Servi ce

•

Open to all regardl ess of residence

•

Reasonable fees: Insurance and VISA/M asterCard accepted

13 YEARS SERVING THE GAY/LESBIAN COMMUNITY
You can now get Hepatitis-B screening and vaccine .

For credit card orders, call (-t.oll-free) l-800-932-7111,
Monday through Friday, 10-6 (CST). (In Illinois, coll
l-800-572-2365.)
Or send money order, cashier's check or VISA, MC or AX number
(with expiration date, plus $3 shipping par order), a stotement
thot you are over 21 ond whether you need VHS or Beta formal; or
write fora free brochure (stoting thaf you.ore over 21) to, Dept. I,
.,)

BUOU VIDEO SALES
TIIE q,11(WOEO E)(PERT:f

--1349 N. Wells, Chgo, IL 60610--
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ReUDiOD

Continued from page 9
tions directly. You don't overload
the circuits.) I told her a bit about
life in the high school closet. We
bemoaned our different but equally disturbing high school experiences. (Marilyn's father died
when were were freshmen. She
says she didn't recover till she was
in nursing school.) Then J told her
something of my coming out after
college and more about my 'life
since then.
There was no moralizing, no
condescension in her questions
and comments. Had Woolsey
misunderstood Marilyn? Had I
misunderstood Woolsey? Had
Marilyn's reactions altered between last night and this morning?
No matter. Contact had been
made between a gay man and a
straight woman, old friends,
human beings on very different
paths. Slowly and steadily,
Marilyn has made her life in one
place with one man, one job, and
many kids. I have been scrambling
for mine in cities, farms, and
universities, in and out of relationships and vocations,. We both have
our regrets; we're b(?th glad to be

Gav Community News is

now in its twelfth year of

where we are today.
A postcript. By the time I got to
Bassick High School in 1963, I had
lost the confident and carefree
pleasures of fifth grade soft-shoe routines. I still liked to dance but I
was stiff and self-conscious. I
would study the latest steps and
mechanically reproduce them. I
never dreamt of asking Eula
Mincey to dance. Eula was far and
away the best in our class. Harper
Williams was her finest partner.
They were Rogers and Astaire
gone to Motown. They married
and had two kids before Harper
took an overdose some seven years
ago. Eula looked terrific at our
reunion. She is a tough and funny
lady, a survivor. We talked obliquely of life's hard knocks. And
we danced. I remember a high
school sock hop in 1966, sweating
with embarrassment and envy .as I
watched her bumpand grind with 1--------------------------------!-i\'l"i '____

PL!blication. Have you subscribed yet? You save $21.00
off the newsstand price when
you purchase a one~year subscription. (So do it today and
don't miss another issue!)·

1
~f:;~e~odseer:en~:~~e y~::~es a:~d
countless nights at the disco,' I was
a respectable, if deferential partner to Eula Mincey. That dance
alone was worth the trip.

Snow White

Continuedfrompage 7 ,

ployed, you may be sure that your
X's are ·snarling invisibly, all over
your body. Some women are so
caught up in their own chromosomes, they have been known to
camp outside military bases and
act as moodily as they can." Snow
White rose. She picked up her
floor-length gown and started for
the door.
"But Snow White," I whimpered, "I thought this story was
going to have a happy ending."
"Well, it's possible." She
sighed a sign both worldly and
demure, "Joan of Arc listened to
BOSTON-AREA
GAY/LESBIAN
BUSINESS GUIDE
ACCOMMODATIONS
OASIS GUEST HOUSE
22 Edgerly Rd.
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 267-2262
RESUMES
AT YOUR SERVICE
634 Mass Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 547-7117

her chromosomes, and she saved
France.''
"You mean - to thine own cells
be true?"
"You've got to break eggs to
make an omelet, dearie." She
turned to go.
"Snow White!" I cried.
"Where are you going?"
"It's nearly 8 o'clock," she said ·
with a ladylike wink. "I promised I
Sleeping Beauty I'd wake her."
And she was gone. Leaving me
with much to think about, and no
Mydol.
Copyright © 1985 Susie Day
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Enclosed is my check or money order for

DENTISTRY
DR. RICHARD BANKHEAD
DR. PAUL GROIPEN
1259 Hyde Park Ave.
Hyde Park, MA 02136
(617) 364-5500

ACUPUNCTURE

I

Send me Gay Community News!

FENWAY COMMUNITY
HEALTH CENTER
16 Haviland St.
Boston, MA 02115
·(617) 267-7573
JACK CEMPELLIN, M.S.
COUNSELING AND
HYPNOSIS
8 Woodbury Court
Salem, MA 01970
(617) 745-2939

SOUTHERN JAMAICA
PLAIN HEALTH CENTER
687 Centre St.
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 522-5900
COUNSELING
ASSOCIATES
23 East Main St.
Westboro, MA 01581
(617) 366-8576
MASS. BAY
COUNSELING ASSOC.
35 Huntington Ave. #331
Boston, MA 02116
(617) 353-0225
ARADIA COUNSELING
FOR WOMEN
520 Commonwealth Ave.
Kenmore Square
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 24]-4861'
GAY AND LESBIAN
COUNSELING SERVICE
600 Washington St., Rm. 219
Boston, MA 02111
542-5188

FRANCIS GIAMBRONE,
MA, COUNSELING
110 Orchard St.
Somerville, MA 02144
(617) 628-6988

DR. KENNETH H. ORTH
Psychotherapist
319 Mass. Ave.
Arlington, MA 02174
(617) 643-1112

NORTH SHORE CMHC
COUNSELING
47 Congress St.
Salem, MA 01970
(617) 744-5322

DR. STEPHEN GOLBURGH
Licensed Clinical
Psychologist
1330 Beacon St. #231
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 734-6996

PLACE/HOTLINE AND
COUNSELING
32 Rutland St.
Boston, MA
(617) 267-9150
ALLAN SINGE.A, LICSW
PSYCHOTHERAPIST
Copley Square
Boston, MA 02t116
(617) 2g.6-2240

~-

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL
- ASSOCIATES
(61,7) 269-8382
THE NEXT STEP
Counseling and Training
Cambridg~ & Newton
Offices
(617) 491-6430

DATING SERVICES
BUDDY'S ·
New England Area
(603) 880-7625

REAL ESTATE

MARK THOMAS CO, LTD
Mark Zimmerman
Charles St.
Boston, MA 02114
(617) 227-2209
RACHAEL REALTY CO. INC.
318 Harvard St. #31
The Arcade Building
Brookline, MA 02146
277-0230
REMODELING

T.H.E. CONTRACTORS, INC.
36 Pine St.
Chelsea, MA 02150
(617) 889-4347
LITTLE BEAR AND COMPANY
(617) 296-1770
TRAVEL
FOREX TRAVEL
76 Arlington St.
Boston Park Plaza
482-2900

NOBSCOTT TRAVEL
AND SHUTTLE SERVICE
795 Water St.
Framingham, MA 01701
(617) 877-2278
(617)235-2040
WOMEN
NEW WORDS BOOKSTORE
186 Hampshire St.
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 876-5310

CAREER COUNSELING

WOMENCRAFTS, INC.
P.O. Box 190
373 Commercial St.
Provincetown, MA 02657

PAULA HERRINGTON
(617) 628-9043

WOMEN'S BARS

PODIATRY

A HOUSECALL
Jeanne M. Arnold, DPM
William A. Sandberg, DPM
(617) 396-7527
ILLUSTRATION/DESIGN
Jean Vallon
75 Everett St.
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 522-3278

SOMEWHERE/ELSE
295 Franklin St.
Boston, MA
423-7730
This guide provides a listing
of gay/lesbian owned, staffed,
or supportive businesses and
services. To have your business or service listed (for only
$100.00 per year) call 426-4469.
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ODE TO SUE HYDE
We fought over commas and verb,
To the point where it reached the absurd.
But as editor you 're topped by none,
Especially since I usually won .

Classifieds
PERSONALS
DEAR ADVERTISER
If race is not a crucial issue for you,
why put it in your ad? It is not a required
formula; GWM GWF are not necessary.
GM or GF would do as well.

Soon you'll have left us - Oh , woe !
So now where will your talents go?
Let's have more about dildoes,
And not a word for Bay Windows.

MOUSIE MOUSIE WILDFLOWER
We saw a play and made a visit
and still we wonder, life - what is it?
Why the callous psychopath
can leave a bloody aftermath
and go scot-free without a care
another victim 's life to " share."
Perhaps some day she'll get comeuppance
Her soul is not worth near a tuppence
And all her sugared words were lies
our poor friend must now exorcise.
There is no justice, only luck
and prayers attempt to pass the buck.
We all must take it on the chin
and hope that sometime right will win.

I'll remember the 27th of August,
And the December Park Plaza - my
first bust.
You made most of the deadlines,
So forget the messed up headlines.
I'll miss you in the office - so dumpy.
Having awakened all bleary and grumpy .
Your head on a pile of news,
After taking an afternoor:i snooze.

SHY GWF'S
GWF seeks same honest, quiet +
reliable. Like poetry, music , + movies.
Seek someone over 5'4" a little
overweight okay . Boston area only.
Send picture + /or phone #. ·GCN Box
(27)
95.

LF 34 , wishes to meet somone who is
honest sincere for possible longterm
relationship . Enjoy movies theater dancing quiet times smoking is ok social
drinker no heavy drugs don 't be shy.
(28)
GCN Box 103.
Bl-CONNECTIONS
·New networking service for bisexual
women . Friendship , romance, interest/support groups , business,
employment, roommates . SASE to PO
Box 193, Kendall Sq ., Cambridge, MA
(27)
02142 .

Now Poggi will take over your desk,
(Let's hope that you clean up your
mess).
Hurry! Let your burnout be cured ,
So this spring you can run for the
board .
I love youJanice
(27)

But I won a long time ago
when you said yes instead of no.
All my love, Porcupine.
(27)
MARCHING BAND
for Lesbian/Gay Pride forming. I) interested call Greg 236-1641, Cyndi
846-8268. Musical director needed. (29)
JEWISH MEN
I need a father (ponor) for my baby. I'm
adopted - no medical background good health a must. Relationship
negotiable. Reply to GCN Box 97. (27)
Gay middle-aged , cultured , diverse
bkgrd, attractive enough, sks same for
friendship & possible intimacy. Send
(27)
letter & phone to GCN Box 101 .
Attractive GWF honest, affectionate
not sexual. I believe sex is shared only
when two people are in love in a secure
relationship . I enjoy the outdoors
movies dining dancrng and quiet times.
Seeking a (fairly) feminine Lesbian
28-45 for friendship caring affection
and possible relationship. No games
drugs heavy drinking. Please write GCN
(28)
Box 102.

ayLe.sbian
"EXCLUSIVELY"

WOMEN-LONELY? Tired of the same
old crowd? Meet new friends all -ever
the country. Come share in our success
and find your perfect match. Very low
membership fee . Free info: SAFIRE
Systems, PO Box 998-514, El Segundo,
(27)
CA 90245.

PUBLICATIONS

PUBLICATIONS

Arkansas farmboy lookin ' for some of
that good ol ' stuff down below my
(28)
Mason-Dixon line. GCN Box 99.
LESBIAN DOWNHILL SKIERS
Who are you? Where are you? LF, 37,
wants company for daytrips, wkends,
possibly vacation. My friends do
x-country and I'm addicted to downhill.
(27)
Help! Write GCN Box 91 .

Disillusioned youth seeks proof that
grand romance is still possible. Prefer
wild -tempered , difficult artist contrary
(28)
bearded type . GCN Box 100.

Serving all
New England

.

WO~~

•Use extra paper it more space is needed (35 units per line).
•If you request a line skip.ped , such a blank line must be paid for at
the same rate as a printed line.
•Please use area codes with phone numbers.
•Ad will be edited if form is not correctly filled out.
•Form will be returned if we cannot read your writing .
3. Write your own category (maximum 17 units). GCN will assign a
category if you do not choose one or if the one you choose is inappropriate.
4. Complete Section #3 to calculate the cost of your ad.
•BUSINESS: General Rule-if money changes hands, it is business .
lncl.udes renting part of your home. Sale of anything is a business
unless it is the contents of your home, your personal car, etc. If you
are selling a litter of pups, it is business.
•NON-BUSINESS: General Rule-if money does not change hands, it
is non-business. Personal items for sale are considered nonbusiness as well as all genuine personal & non-profit organization
ads. Roommate ads are non-business only if you seek someone to
share rent you both pay to a 3rd party. If you own the property, you
must pay the business rate.
•P~EASE NOTE: If you underpay by choosing the wrong rate, your ad
will be returned. SAVE TIME, send correct payment.
5. Make check or money order payable to GCN and mail to: GCN
Classifieds, 167 Tremont St., 5th Floor, Boston , MA 02111 .
•DEADLINE: Tuesday, noon.
All ads are prepaid .
No phone ads accepted.

l~S-ec-tl-.o-n~1\
NAME
STREET _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ APT. _ __
CITY

STATE _ _ ZIP _ __

PHONE('-'--_,) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ISection 2 j

BOSTON TRUCKING COMPANY
Gay owned business
Licensed and Insured MA DPU #25522
No job too big or too smal l
Very_Car_e ful Movers 641-12~

GAY SPIRITUALITY
GM Buddhist/Christian looking to start
group of persons interested in alternate
forms of gay sp irituality . Emphasis on
d iscussion and meditation. Write w/
ideas and suggestions. GCN Box 104.
(28)

Poor Peoples Movers
Licensed and Insured
MDPU 24184 We care
522-0826

BLACK LESBIAN - ISOLATED,
INACCESSIBLE - WANTS SAME
If· you are 35 + travelled ~ducated (or
unafraid of same) - no butts booze or
sexually functional
drugs uninhibited insatiable - celebrate all
things African - has capacity for love,
monogomy, fidelity, exclusivity,
guilelessness and integrity. GCN Box
(29)
96.

l

-.

236~1848

Isection al

Bold Headlines:

Light Headlines:

Business

_ __ x 2.00

Non-Business ___ x· 1.00

=

___ x 1.00

=

Business

Non-Business ___ x
Business
1st 4 Lines
or part thereof:
Non-Business

.50

=

7.00

=

5.00

=

.75

=

__· _x
Additional Lines Business
or part thereof:
Non-Business ___ x

.50

. x
Capitalized Wds: (not Headlines) _ _

.25

=

_ _ x12.00

=

TOT AL for 1 Week

(Add)

=

Number of Weeks

(Multiply)

Display (Boxed) Classifieds:
Col. inches or part thereof:

SUBTOTAL

=

DISCOUNTS: for 10-20
consecutive weeks

10%

=

for 21-30 consec. wks.

15%

=

for 31 + consec. wks.

20%

=

TOT AL FOR AD COPY

D Pick-up Box: for 6 wks 2.00- =
D Forwarding Bx: 6wks. 5.00

□

Head
Lines

From $18 / hr.
• MAXI-VANS
• CARGO MASTER TRUCK~-;
• HOMES• BUSINESSES
• 24 HOUR DELIVERY
• UC. and INS.

r-------------

Changes in Copy
There is a single $2.00 reset fee each time an
ad is changed and a $.50 per line per week
charge if change increases length of ad.
Cancellations
There are no refunds for cancel led ads, but
space credit will be given.
Re-runs
I.I you want to re-run an ad, please come to our
office or use the mail , not the phone. Please
give us your full name, address and · phone
number and either a clipping of the ad or the
category, date, volume and number of GCN in
which it ran, and a key phrase-headline,
phone number, etc. Remember, the deadline is
Tuesday at noon .
Box Mail
•Forwarding Boxes: $5 .00 for 6 weeks.
Mail forwarded at end of 3rd & 6th weeks.
•Pick-up Boxes: $2.00 for 6 weeks. Mail may be
picked up at GCN office Mon.-Fri. 10AM-6PM.
Answering a Box Ad
To respond to an ad with a GCN box number,
address replies to: GCN Classifieds Box
_ _ , 167 Tremont St. , 5th Floor, Boston, MA
02111 .
Checking Copies and Tearsheets
Free checking copies are sent for each week a
display classified is run . If you require a tearsheet or checking copy for a line ad, please
send $1.00 per fssue to cover cost of paper,
postage & handling.

..

THE JIM CLARK MOVING CO.
Serving the Gay Community
with professionalism and respect .
Very careful furniture movers.
Piano and Hoisting specialist .
Any time of day-any day of year.
No overtime charges 354-2184
MDPU Number 23733

GAY LESBIAN AND JEWISH?
Am Tikva welcomes you . Activities include religious - observances , discussions , potluck dinners , folk dancing,
etc. For e\lents, check GCN Calendar.
Call (617) 782-8894 or write PO Box 11,
Camb, MA 02238.

AD POLICY
Ad Copy Regulations
•The forwarding of an ad is understood as acceptance
of all the rates and conditions stated on this form.
GCN reserves the right to revise or reject , at its sole
discretion , any classified advertisement on account of
its tex t or illustrations.
•No ads will be accepted without a full name, address
and telephone number, which will be kept strictly confidential.
Errors and Omissions
The extent of GCN 's liability in the event of an error or
omission is space credit equal to that of the original
ad, provided that GCN is notified of such error or
omis sion by the advertiser within ten days of the
original publication of the ad.

II

SPECIAL DELIVERY MOVERS
An Alternative Yet Professional
And Insured Service
Tel 491 -6972

N AMER MAN/BOY LOVE ASSOC
A support group for intergenerational
relationships. For more information
send $1 to: NAMBLA-GCNAD, PO Box
174, New York, NY 10018. (v. 13, no.22)

□ Tearshts: #wks_x1.00

=

Ckng copies: #wks _ _ x1.

=

TOT Al. ENCLOSED . . . .. . . .

=

□

II

Julian Wright Moving Company
Exp, Rel, Lie & Ins
MDPU #24430
Tel 661-2958

ORGANIZATIONS

Use 1 unit for each letter, punctuation mark or space between words.
Print clearly. Ads will be returned if we can't read them.

ca·tegory:
Head
Lines

MOVERS

HETEROSEXISM, RACISM
Sexism , anti-Semitism, multicultural
issues. · Workshops by national cons u I tan ls for your organization
(municipal , professsional , political,
educational) or business. Contact
Equity Institute in Amherst , MA at
(413)256-6902 . Co-directors Carole Lannigan Johnson, J .D,, and Joan Lester,
(?)
Ed.D.

. . - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' [ CLASSIFIED AD FORM
How TO PLACE AN AD
1. Fill in Section #1. Ads_ cannot be run without this information, which
is kept strictly confidential. NO ADS are accepted by phone.
2. Fill in boxes in Section #2. One space for each letter & punctuation
mark, and one space between words.
•Standard capitalization will be used unless you pay for capitalized

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISTS
Gay is OK! SDA Kinship International ,
Inc , since 1976. is a support group of
several hundred gay/lesbian Adventists. • present and former. in local
chapters nationwide. Ask for brochure.
Box 1233-L, Los Angeles. CA 90078.
. (49)
213-876-2076.

OUTRAGEOUS WOMEN
National journal of woman-to-woman
S/M . Diverse, feminist quarterly of S/M
news, erotica, graphics & pro-sex
analysis. Subscribe! $11/yr.· Single inssues $3. Send orders & submissions
to: P.O. Box 23, Somervi lle, MA 02143.
(c)
Send SASA tor info.

STRONGMEN WANTED
Gay lifting team now forming for Mass.
Championships. Think you 're strong?
Call South End Gym - 451-3514 by
(27)
Jan. 30 to apply. Go -for it!!!
L, 24, SEEKS OLDER ·w oMAN
Where are you? Fun-loving friendly L
looking for friend or lover to share good
times. Just moved to Boston, love
sports, movies and dancing . Very
romantic and sensitive. Please drop a
line or send phone no. PO Box 183
(30)
Somerville MA 02143-0183.

FAT LESBIANS
I'm interested in starting a support
group for lesbians trying to lose weight.
Group would help members currently
on diet, or those thinking of staring
one, as well as have weekly discussions regarding the political aspects of
appearances, weight loss, etc. Contact
(30)
Lisa 666-0513, before 10pm.

NASHUA AREA GAYS meet on Mondays at 8:00 pm. For info write Nashua
Area Gays. PO Bo x 885. Nashua. NH
()
03060

OFF OUR BACKS - celebrating 15
years of radical feminist journalism.
We bring feminist national/international news, analysis and reviews each
month . $11 year, 11 issues. ($15 for con tributing subs); $20 institutional fee.
Free sample ! Write Off Our Backs ,
Dept . GCN, 1841 Columbia Rd , NW, Rm
(ex)
212, Washington , D.C. 20009.J

-

Shameless Voluptuary thirsts after
adorable vampires for churning pas(c)
sions. GCN Box 98.

D.O.B.
Suppl orgnztn for lesbians, 1151 Mass
Ave, Camb, Old Sap . Raps evry Tues,
Thurs 8 pm; 35 pis rap 2nd Wed , last Fri.
8 pm & 3rd Sat 7 pm : Parents & Coparents raP, 1st & 3rd Mons, 8 pm. Softball evry Sun 3 pm Apr-Sept, weathr
perming . Magazine Fld . Bimonthly mag
FOCUS $8. Mnthly social & fndraisng
event. Info & office hrs 661-3633. All
women invited to participate.

JAMES WHITE REVIEW
A gay men's literary quar.terly publishes
interviews Quentin Crisp Robert Patrick
Poets Ian Young Jim Holmes Antler
Steve Abbott Prose Richard Hall John
Gilgun new voices subscribe $6 a year
sample copy $2. PO Box 3356 Traffic
Station , Mpls, MN 55403 Submissions
welcome send SASE.

.Please

notify me two weeks before my ad runs out for
renewal.

SPECIAL RATES FOR NON-PROFIT GAY ORGANIZATIONS
(No other discounts allowed if this option is chosen.)
$100 for one year (50 issues). Ad may have a maximum of one
bold or light headline and eight lines of copy.
D Payment in full enclosed.
□ We prefer quarterly installments of $30, $30, $30, $10. Payment for first installment must accompany ad. GCN will bill
for balance.

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ALL CLASSIFIEDS.
Return this form and payment to GCN Classifieds~
167 Tremont St., 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02111.

'
,_

<

Class ifieds
ROOMMATES
F seeks F to share 2b apt in East
Somerville near subway on quiet st.
Non-smoker, no pets. $225 + heat,
utilities. 628-1038 (evenings best). (28)
CAMBRIDGE - JANUARY
LF 32 seeks quiet non-smoking 25 + LF
to share sunny spacious 2BR apt.
$213.50 each (incl ht) + util. Have 2
cats prefer no more pets but will
discuss. Call: 491-2517 eves.
(28)
JP resp prof mature GM sks same 26 +
2 share lrg ?rm apt 3rd fl w own
bdrm+ wld storage conv pkg nr shops T
prks 250 + utls Call eves wknds
524-7705.
(27)
Pro L 30 seeking same 27 + for sunny
2bdrm apt Somerville for Feb 1 Lkng for
responsible person friendly + indep living smokers ok no pets or drugs please
$237.50 + util lease Call Debbie
354-8560 leave message.
(29)
INMAN SQUARE
Feminist faggot seeks responsible,
pacifistic person to share the work and
the reward of converting small
dilapidated apartment into a home.
Please call David at 628-0016 or
923-0082 anytime.
(28)

2 LF's looking for a 3rd to share voluptuous a·pt in Dorchester close to T.
Please be considerate, neat and a nonsmoker. Must like cats, no more please.
$100 + utilities & sec. 265-4923.
(27)

Page 14 • Gay Community News, January 26, 1 9 8 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - G 'M: 26-33, wanted to share furnished
2 bedroom apt., $325/mo includes heat
& hot water. Util. extra. Off-st. parking
avail. References required . 1 year lease.
Must be professionally employed. Near
T-bus . Call 266-2125 any night 8-10pm.
Avail Jan.
(27)

HOUSEMATES
3 prof LFs seek same to share lg 1875
home in Wayland . Country yet 30 min fr
Bos nr MA Pike Rt 9 Rt 30 2 min to lake
veg garden sunny deck & hottub lg priv
yd game rm porch laundry dishw oonsmoker 653-2142 eves avail now $200 +
utils.
•
(27)
FRIENDLY SEND HOUSEHOLD
LF F or GM wanted to share lg friendly
S. End coop house. Lots of common
space. No more pets, non-veg. $182.50
+ utils. Feb.1. Call 247-0757.
(28)
2 LF's seek 1 LF 33 + inter in sprtl and
pers growth for suprtve 4 bdrm house
BRKLINE nr T. No cigs/min ale. Rent
226 + util. Call 232-9089.
(28)

FIREWOOD
COLONIAL FIREWOOD
We will deliver + stack seasoned kiln
dried New England Oak, nature's best
firewood . Apt deliveries our speciality
small + large quantities. Call 734-0807.

AUTOMOTIVE
BMW MERCEDES SERVICES
BMW-Mercedes maintenance and European auto purchases services. Computer diagnosis, pickup and del. in
Greater Bos. Area. Experienced and int e 11 i gent, references available .
Automotive
Metaphysics
+
Maintenance. (617)444-9230.
(28)

JOB OPPORTUNIITES
Weekend help needed for 26 y.o. disabled man 9-12am or 5-?pm. Man or
woman, Fenway area, good pay, will
train. Call John 536-5140.
(27)

APARTMENTS

GCN JOB OPENINGS
Gay Community News sks Marketing
Director/Classified Ad Mgr and Design
Director. MD/CAM: Increase sub sales
using direct mail marketing, disp + class ads in other pubs., and renewal
campaigns . Prepare for typeset., lay
Bri- Comm & Hvd Aves on T- Furn . out
weekly classifieds, perform related
rms from 75/wk some w/priv bath. 2 mos
bkkping, billing duties. Requires strong
min stay w/4wks up front. Job & prior
admin., creative, org. skills. DD: Estab.
landlord refs reqd. 277-6622.
(28)
overall design of paper, oversee production night . Design or assign front
cover, centerspread, bk supplement
graphics. Requires strong graphic
2 LF sk 2 bdrm apt in Camdesign/art skills. Famil w/type specs +
bridge/Somervil le area. No more than
design/layout exp prefered. Both pos
$500 total. Call if you've heard of
require commitment to gay/lesbian
anything. Stephanie, 426-4469 days. (c)
liberation, feminism, anti-racist
Reward for 2 bdrm apt in Cambridge,
politics, and collective decisionBoston or J.P. f\1A. Rent $500. Near T,
making. Salary $7800 and pd health/life
shops. By 3/1. Call 354-7457 Debby (1
ins, 3 wks' pd vacation, unlimited sick
LF student, 1 LF worker).
leave.
(30)

ANDOVER APARTMENT
Sunny spacious charming 1 bedroom
condo. Modern kitchen bath. Heat and
hot water incl laundry facilities parking .
No pets 635.00/month 470-1543.
(28)

APARTMENT WANTED

ROOMEZE
-LESBIAN/GAY-FEMINISTRoommate Matching Service
$15 tee
Confidentiality Assured
CALL 641-3095
M-F 9-6/Sat 12-5

2LF seek one of the same 20 + to share
lge 5½ room apt in Sal,em MA. 200 +
utils. No drugs. Must be honest,
responsible. Call Sue (617)744-2169. (28)
Lesbian roommate needed for 3 bdrm
apt 142/mo heat included. Great location. Independent household in
C'bridge . Call Jade 354-7457 (e),
770-0226 (d).
(c)
FEBRUARY 1ST
L 28 seeks mature working woman as
roommate. Somerville-conv. to T. 1
bdrm + l.r. empty Rent $240. (inc heat).
Cigs o.k./no drugs/alcohol. Must like
cats. Jan 628-4532 eves. -6-7:30 &
9-12pm best. KEEP TRYING.
(27) '

FOR RENT
GETAWAY IN MAINE
Private peaceful contemporary w/vu
fireplace 2 hrs from Boston skiing
ocean close sleeps 1-11 Rent by wk or
week-end. 354-5981.
(27)

REAL ESTATE
25% of LUX 3bdrm, contemp home in
Ptown. · Fully furn, gourmet kitchen,
sundks, all amenities. Spectac 360 °
view of ocean & bay. 3 bdrm unit rnted
July & Aug for income and tax credits.
Addi! 1 bdrm unit for owners. For price
& details, call Don or Dennis, 353-0225,
Iv. message.

GCN GAY AND LESBIAN PRISONER
PROJECT
We send free papers, books (when they
are donated and when money for
postage is donated) and run free penpal
ads. (There's sometimes a long waiting
list because of limited space_) Little by
little as we get more volunteer labor
power we'll be looking for other ways to
support lesbians and gay men behind
bars. If you can help with your time or a
contribution (of money or paperbacks),
please send to Gay and Lesbian
Prisoner Project, c/o GCN, 167 Tremont
St., 5th Fl., Boston. MA 02111- Thanks!

-~~~,,~

TO ALL THOSE WHO IN AND OUT OF
PRISON FIGHT AGAINST THEliLBONDAGt!
Alexander Berkman, Pr/son Memo/rs of an
narchist}.

I was lying on my bed in my c~II and
alls I could feel was the wind and it
made me write a very short poem.
Well , here it is:
·
I feel the wind blow against my skin,
It 's a very cold feeling that comes
Through the bars and under the door..
There's no way out,but the wind escapes..·
If only I coufd ·become the wind,
I'd find my freedom once again.
This is my first poem I ever wrote. I
guess once you're in prison, times
change along with your feelings .
Could you please put my name in
· your penpal ads.Gena SPERO,Box 99,
Framingham, MA 01701.
Please enter my name in your
correspondence section . Thank you.
Ann Marie KELLER, 16488, Miller
A-30, Frontera CA 91720.

Hi; I am gay and am looking for a nice
lady, young or elderly , to write. My
hobbies are football, basketball ,
tennis, running track and volleyball.
I'm in for robbery and have 3 yrs -to go.
I also have a son 4 yrs old . Stephanie
GREEN, W-20900, Harr A660, Frontera
CA 91720:
I am looking for a black or white gay
female to write to, prisoner or free
world. I'm 29, black, active, like
animals, roller skating and shooting
pool. I also like very freaky women . If
interested write June NATHAN,

"tiilti"

While reading lhe No More Cages
magazine I saw your ad and would
appreciate you adding me to your list
as a prelude to my sharing new
friends. I'm a black transsexual
interested in a compassionate man,
even if only for moral and spiritual
support. I am a very respectful
person , bpth of myself and of others.
David
LEATHERS,
105749-CCR,
Angola LA 70712.
Looking for friends! Some of my hobbies
are cooking, camping, hiking, slow
romanlic sex, country music . I study _
psychology and world religions in my
spare time. Roberl W. NELSON, 289482 ·
A4-27, PO Box 777, Monroe WA 98272.
I am into oil painting but can't do much
of that in here! (I'm in administrative
segregation - isolation ... now). I would
dearly like to write someone out there.
Thank you. William TUBBS , 24642, PO
Box 30 (4-2R), Pendleton IN 46064.
I'm gay and would like lo make conlacl
with anyone interested in friendship.
Thanks for your lime and consideration.
Harry WILUA~S, 090220-G961, PO
Box 158, Lowell FL 32663.

Ad
Manager: Solicit revenue-produc ing
ads and develop strategies for increased advertising ; send out monthly
billings. Strong organizational/i nterpersona l/recordkeeping skills . Previous
sales/related experience helpful. Positions require commitment to gay liberal ion/I em in i sm/soci a I change/anti-rac ist
politics and collective decision mak •
ing . Salary: $150/wk + paid health/life
insurance & 3 wks vacation.

Send cover letter and resume to
Gordon Gottlieb, GCN, 167 Tremont St.,
#5, Boston, MA 02111 by Feb 1. Lesbians and gay men of color particularly
encouraged to apply.
(c)

D.C. WOMEN'S ORG
Dynamic women's non-profit cultural
organization seeks persons to fill administrative and concert/festival production vacancies. Must have excellent
communicatio n Skills, working
knowledge of media and arts community and sensitivity to a wide range of progressive issues. $800/month. Resumes
only. Roadwork, PO Box 75172,
Washington, D.C. 20013-5172.
(27)
SOCIAL CHANGE JOBS
COMMUNITY JOBS, a nonprofit
newspaper, lists progressive jobs and
internships nationwide that you can
believe in! Jobs in women's rights,
community organizing, the environment peace and more. Current listing
$3.00. Community Jobs, Box 221, 1520
16th Street NW, Washington, DC,
20036.
(x)

Red Sun Press, a collectively run, high
quality, movement print shop is 1kg for
a press operator and a stripper, with at
least 2 yrs exp. Must have commitment
to anti-capitalist politics. Call Red Sun
Press, 524-6822.
(x23)
MUSIC DIRECTOR
sought by Boston Gay Men's Chorus to start 7/1. Educ/work experience in
choral conducting and ability to work
wlwide range musical styles & abilities
required. Submit resume & references
by 3/1: BGMC, POBox 1348, Back Bay
Annex, Boston, MA 02117.
(27)
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
Gay Rights National Lobby seeks
Development Director to handle major
donors, organize special fundraising
events, develop innovative fundraising
ideas. Send resume to: GRNL PO Box
1892, Washington, D.C. 20013.
(28)
Wanted: a male or female to work for a
handicapped 32 yrs man. To do light
housework (cooking, cleaning, "shaving," dish & clothes washing). "Must"
live in Brighton, Allston , or Brookline.
Pay: $5.30/hr, 2 or 3 hrs/night, 5-7 or 5-8
Mon-Fri. 787-2299, ca11 between 2-9pm,
let phone ring awhile.
(28)

JOB WANTED
Job wanted! Caring, sincere, attractive
and enthusiastic L-TV w/car needs work
please! Call 10-4, (617)758-6298.
(27)

VACATIONS
GREENHOPE FARM
Woman-only space in the heart of the
mts. Ski from our door or downhill nearby. Cozy bed n' breakfast. Dinner
available. Farm animals, horses. Woodburning fires. 3½ hours from Boston.
Call early to reserve . space.
802-533-7772.
(27)

Prisoners
Seek·ing
Friends
Bu1w1NG MORE. PRISONS rO
CURE "CRIME" IS UKE
BUl/,DING MORE ronETS TO
CURE DIARRHEA ...

I would like to correspond with some
free world people, male and female . I
like to read and write letters. My body
is incarcerated, but my mind is free.
Won't you people out there please
write. Thank you. Isaiah GATHINGS,
05741-016 , Pembroke Sta., Danbury
CT 06810.
Anyone with knowledge of abuse to
homosexuals in the Texas Prison
System, please write Robert Edward
HILL, 361708, Ellis 2, Huntsville, TX
77340.
I'm from Redondo Beach CA and
don't know anyone in· Ohio. I have
time to write (in fact I spend most of
my time writing a book about my life
story. But I'm looking for few good
people to correspond with. When I get .
out I would like to work on a project
like yours and help keep people from
ending up in prison. Dave HARDEN,
165-084, PO Box 45699, Lucasville OH
45699.
Roses are red, violets are blue,
So am I - Without you! I'm native
american, interested in anything to
do
with
the
outdoors
(esp.
wilderness), like all types of music
and reading books and doing puzzles
(esp. crosswords); looking for a -friend
to converse with. I have assoc. arts
· degree in numanities and begin work
on psych BA in the fall. 'Micky'.
Mel RHODES, 287630-B-3-6, PO Box
520, Walla Walla WA 99362.
.
A friend of mine here gets GCN and I
get it from him and read it from cover
to cover as soon as the new issue
comes out. I would like to put my
name in the 'Prisoners Seeking
Friends' space. I'm willing to write
any age group, or color, or sex . Earl
PEARSON, 170-031, PO Box 45699,
Lucasville OH 45699.

TOP RAP[
Black homosexual, skin tone Butter
Pecan, incarcerated, honest , very
honest, comical , bright , lovable,
looking for someone who would take
some time now and then to write.
Mitchell A. (Peanut) RATLIFF, 132498,
PO Box 488, Burkeville VA 23922.
Imprisoned
man
alone
seeks
friendship to help ease the boredom
and pain. I'm into poetry and body
building. Dark brown Cuban Bi. Any
race or sex welcome. Raymundo
MARRERO, 077782 (321) C-118,
Clermont FL 32711 .
I'm a mail gay, 6'4" (some bf t~e guys
call
me
'Stretch'),
hobbies:
swimming, writing songs, poems and
doing art work. I'm very lonely in here.
Please someone write. John TAYLOR,
397179, PO Box 221 (F26), Raiford FL
32083.
Lonely TV fem from Mass. on
lockdown
in Arkansas seeking
penpals . I love horses, music, legal
work. Am in need of friends because
prison is a lonely place. I know there
are sisters and brothers out there that .
care. Bobby HEFFERNf\N , 76641 BKS
16, PO Box 500, Grady AR 71644.
I wrote a couple of months'ago asking for
an ad and then got unexpectedly
transferred to another joint. I have a
brown belt in karate, like to fish,
horseback riding, photography and
singing. I hope someone will want to
write. James LOWERY, EF-137762, 7175
Manor Rd , Columbus GA 31907.
I'm desperately in need of your assistance.
I received a response to my ad that was
truly inspiring but I'm unable to reply
because his return address was smeared.
Please ask Jean DOMINIC to send Bunny
his address again. We can do it!!! Robert
BARRETT, 76C 197, Box 149, Attica NY
4011.

BRINLEY VICTORIAN INN
Explore Newport but let us harbor you
with warm + friendly service. romantic
Victorian decor. fresh flowers. cont.
brkft. (401)849-7645 .
(13/1)

RESORTS
VISIT A WINTER WONDERLAND
In the heart of New Hampshire's White
Mountains, THE HIGHLANDS INN has
miles of x-country ski trails, ice skating ,
snowshoeing. Downhill skiing and
sleigh rides nearby. Lovely rooms ,
private baths. GREAT MID-WEEK DIS. COUNTS! Grace & Judi, Innkeepers.
Box 118G Bethlehem , NH 03574,
(603)869-3978.
(33)
CHECK'ER OUT AT THE
CHECK'ER INN
Dbl rms, coffee by fireside, pkg , apts
also avail , 1 blk bay, open year round.
487-9029, 25 Winthrop St, P'town, MA
02657
GABRIEL'S
Guest rooms and apartments. Centrally
located . Hot tub, garden patio, cable tv,
coffee. 104 Bradford St. Provincetown,
MA 02657. Reservations: (617) 487-3232.
Open year round.

ACCOMMODATIONS
VERMONT GUESTHOUSE
Bed + Cont Bkfst for Lesbians and Gay
Men in a country village house 2 hrs fr
Bos. Yr-roun~ . Nr lakes, hikes, skiing.
Dave + Mike (802)348-7840.

SERVICES
COUSELING-P SYCHOTHERA PY
For individuals or couples, long or short
term. Reasonable rates, sliding scale.
John Graves, 266-2069. Formerly 6
years with HCHS.
(35)
GAY MEN'S THERAPY GROUP
Openings. Group focus is on intimacy,
gay identity, relationships. Individual
therapy also available. Sliding fee. Call
Francis Giambrone 628-6988.
MASS. BAY
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
COPLEY SQUARE
IND1V/DUALS, COUPLES
AND GROUP COUNSELING
ALCOHOL COUNSELING
HYPNOTHERAP Y
SEX THERAPY
INSURANCE ACCEPTED
(617) 353-022-5 for appt,

INCEST SURVIVORS
Support group for women . Margrit
Romang, MA, CET. 646-7395.
(c)

Very caring gay man in prison wouldlove to write others, enjoy reading,
out of doors, sharing past, present
and future. (Can receive mail from
other prisoners). NEW ADDRESS!
James A.CONE, 277249-R2-D1, PO
Box 900, Shelton WA 98584.
Bi-male, presently doing time seeks
correspondence and possible visits
from sincere, solid males. All letters
ans)Nered. Send pix if possible. Fred
REINHART, A085987, PO Box 500
BKCI, Olustee FL 32072.
Please help unchain my heart and
brain. Will someone (you) please
reach out (in?) to a lonely man who
loves music, sports, art (I'm an artist)
and
friendship (which
I miss
dearly).Albert SCOTT, 146-744, Box
45699, Lucasville OH 45699.

I received your (form) letter and liked
it. I am a lonely person looking for
someone to be in touch with. My likes
are reading , out of doors, and
honesty.
Danny
Lee
SALTER,
B-058687 , PO Box 221, Raiford FL
32083.
Lonely,
slim
build,
hzl
eyes,
Italian/French, seeking
penpals/visitors; age not important, honesty
and
friendship
are .
Stephen
BOGOVICH, C89465-L 118, Box 2000,
Vacaville CA 95696.
29 yr old scorpio serving sentence for
auto theft (stupidity) in dire need of
someone to write. Receiving no visits
o-r mail. Family has disowned me, for
numerous reasons. James DUNN,
C84715, PO Box A-E, SLO CA 93409.
Looking for a 'special ' friend: one
who can 'pass'! (if you will), a transsexual that may or may not have had
the operation (no importance). It 's the
look and the 'attitude'. However, I'll
not look a gift horse in the mouth. I'll
write anyone who writes. I'm a
teacher, weightlifter and health nut.
Jack MOSS, 604320, Drawer N-2A,
Trenton NJ 08625.
I have never did this before, so I may
need . some help. I'd like to write
someone. I enjoy playing chess,
reading, writing , jazz music. Never
married. Lonely. Jeffery SCOTT,
44089, Box 900, Jefferson Qj.ty MO
65102.

Ja'1uary 19

to
February 1

23 wednesday

26 saturday

Cambridge - Women's Center 13th birthday celebration. Potluck supper, 6:30PM.
46 Pleasant St., Central Sq. All women and
children welcome. Info: 354-8807.

19 saturday
Cambridge - Audre Lorde reading from A
Comrade Is as Precious as a Rice Seedling
by Mila Aguilar, Filipina poet; New Words
Bookstore, 186 Hampshire St. 3PM . Free .
Info: 776-8405.

Arlington - Women in Music Festival with
Odetta, Lui Collins, Cindy Mangsen, Cindy
Kallet, Gail Rundlett; Arlington Town Hall,
730 Mass Ave. 6:00PM & 9:45PM. $9.50 in
advance, $10. 50 day of show. Info:
641-1010.
% Boston - Civil 1 Disobedience training for
g women opposing military intervention in
{
Central America. 10AM-4PM , U. Mass .
Downtown , 100 Arlington St. Info :
628-4382, 661-9974.

Cambridge - Jim Vetter's "Illusions: An
Evening of Mime and Magic''; Blacksmith
House, 56 Brattle St. 8 & 10:30PM. $4.
Reservations: 547-6789.
Milford - Tri-County Association social at
Bruce & Peter's. BYOB. Coffee available for
non-drinkers. Hors d'oeuvres welcome. Info: 655-4268.
Dorchester - Benefit party for Anni Waterflow, recent disabled in car accident. Drug
and alcohol free. Donations requested.
7-11 PM . Info: 288-3106.
Boston - Of Mitts and Men: Gay Men's Experience of Sports, discussion with the
Greater Boston Gay Men's Association. St.
John the Evangelist Church, 33 Bowdoin
St., Beacon Hill. 8PM . All welcome. Bring
food or drink .

20 sunday
Boston - Black and White Men Together
membership meeting and workshop on
racism ; 1-5PM , 117 Appelton St. Info :
536-1160.
Cambridge - Carole Vance. editor of
Pleasure and Danger: Exploring Female Sexuality; New Words Bookstore, 186 Hampshire St. , Inman Sq. 2-4PM. Info :
876-5310.
Weston - Chiltern Mt. Club Cross-Country
Day Trip at Walden Pond . Meet at Lincoln
Guide Service. 12:45PM-4 :30PM. Equipment rental $9 . Info : Linda, 734-4066
(6-11 PM) or 437-6522 (w) .
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Cambridge - Robert Ashley's Atalanta, a
Video Opera ; Kresge Aud., MIT . 8PM. $7 in
- advance at Dean of Students Office , the
24 thursday
Museum School and Lobby 10 at MIT. Info:
Boston - Gay Community News always The Basement, 574-.9200.
needs help on production night when
articles are proofread and pasted up. If
you've done proofreading or layout and 27 sunday
would like to volunteer, stop by 167 TreFarmington, CT - Chiltern Mt. Club Farm-mont St. 5th Floor (5-Bpm for proofing,
ington Museum Tour & Skating Party. Meet
7:30-11pm for layout). Come help out GCN
at 2PM at Hillstead Museum, 12 miles west
and read tomorrow's news today .
of Hartford. Info: 734-4066.
Haverhill - (GAL,LYNS) Gay and Lesbian
Liberated Youth of the North Shore rap group Jamaica Plain - JP Lesbian & Gay Neighopen to 14-22 year-olds. Info: Larry bors potluck dinner, bring food and non373-7618, or PO Box 1803, Haverhill, MA alcoholic- drink; First Church Hall, Eliot &
Centre Sts. 4PM-7PM . Info: 522-3894 or
01830 .
524-7044 .
, Boston - Visual and Performing Artists
B~igades to Nicaragua , leaving in May and Watertown - - GLOW, Gays & Lesbians -of
August. Informational meeting: 7PM , Tower Watertown, potluck dinner and meeting .
Bldg ., Rm. 734, Mass College of Art. Info : 6PM. Info: 926-5371 or 923-2065 evenings
before 9PM.
738-9719.
Boston - Boston Bisexual Men's Network Boston - Daughters of Bilitis 15th Birthday
meeting at 7PM . Info: wr_ite, BBMN , PO Box Bash;1 Somewh~re Else, 295 Franklin St.
1645, Cambridge, MA 02138.
6PM. Free . Info: 661 -3633 . Snow : Feb .3.
Waltnam - Battered Women Support Committee introductory meeting for new
volunteers . Training program from , Jan.
28-Feb . 1li. Info : 899-8076.

25 friday
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Cambridge - Sojourner benefit at the Marquee , Mass . Ave. , Central Sq ., sponsored
by Something About the Women radio show.
8PM to closing . Info: 661-3567.
-Cambridge - Radical America journal
celebrates its 18th birthday with a CounterInaugural Ball; 595 Mass. Ave., 3rd Floor,
Central Square. 9PM-?? $5 in advance, $6
at door. Info: 628-6585.

Boston - GCN VOLUNTEER NIGHT!!! Come
help send out the paper to our subscribers .
Refreshments and good times. Come anytime after 6PM to 167 Tremont Street, 5th
Floor (near Boylston and Park Street "T"
stops). If the door is locked, buzz us on the
GCN intercom located outside the front door .

·Holliston - Tri-County Association Steering
Committee at Cliff & Dave's. Al welcome . Info: 429-6593.
Cambridge - An Open Sing tor Women's
Voices·sponsored by Libana; Old Cambridge
Baptist Church, 1151 Mass. Ave. 2-5PM.
$4. Info: 864-6912 .

28 monday
Boston - Lesbians and Other Women in
Health Care, a lecture sponsored by
Women's Health Task Force, Fen way
Community Health Center . Free admission ,
7-9PM, 100 Norway St. Wheelchai r accessi ble. Info: 267-7573.

29 tuesday

~
~

Cambridge - Lesbian Fat Liberation, a dropin discussion group; Cambridge Women's
Center, 46 Pleasant St. 7:30-SPM introductory, 8-9PM regular group. For lesbians over
200 lbs. Info: 524-5462.

~

31 th

~

21 monday

~

.Chelmsford - Exploring Sexual Identity, qn
8-week group for women sponsored by Care
& Reach Out, Inc.; 17 Wilson St. Sliding
scale fee. Info: 256-0369.

22 tuesday
Boston_ Gay & Lesbian Constituency of the

~-

fCambridge - Susan Abod & Janet Hood,
cabaret; Modern Times Cafe, 134 Hampshire St. 9PM. $4. Info: 354-8371.

Rainbow Coalition general meeting; 14 Cambridge - Documentaries of Guatemala &
Beacon St., Rm. 407. 7:30PM. Info: Ken, Nicaragua; When the Mountains Tremble
354-2697.
and Nicaragua: Repart from the Front; Sack
Waltham_ Battered Women Support Com- Cinema, Copley Place. 7PM . Proceeds to
mittee introductory meeting for new volun- benefit CASA (Central American Solidarity
teers . Training program from Jan. 28 .Feb . . -Association). $10. Reservations: 492-8699.
14. Info: 899-8676.
Ar1mgton
Women m
· Music
· Festiva
· I with ·
Mimi Farina , Nanci Griffith, Priscilla Herd.
Boston ,- Abortion Rights Celebration, 12th man , Rory -Bl oc k & K.Im waII ac h; Ar1mgton
anniversary Roe v. Wade. 7PM, First and Town Hall, 730 Mass. Ave. 6:30PM &
Second Church in Boston, 66 Marlboro St., 9:45PM . $9.50 in advance, $10.50 day of
nr. Copley Sq . Info: 492-0518 .
show. Info: 641 -1010.

UrS
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Portland, Maine _ Planning meeting for
Maine's first Lesbian/Gay Pride Celebration;
92 Bedford St. 6:30PM. Info: Gay People's
Alliance, Univ . of Southern Maine, 92 Bedford St., Portland, ME 04 103 _

1 friday ·

Notes
whining and dining
Written by Robin Epstein and Sarah
Schulman, directed by Robin Epstein.
Unjversity of the Streets, E. 7th St at Av.
A Through January 13th.
If your parents ever went to the Cats-kills - and tried to drag you along you should go see Whining and Dining.
This series of schtick, with God (Jennifer Miller) and the Devil (Susan Sezier)
portraying the Grossinger family has a
very b,;1sic premise: "Lesbians are by
far the best martyrs." And the two great
forces of gooc;l and .evil proceed to drive
the play's heroine, Robin (played by
Robin Epstein), crazy.
Epstein, who co-authored the two
hours of comedy with novelist Sarah
Schulman, also produced and designed
the sets and ingenious props. She is
the lesbian equivalent of Woody Allen.
Arid like Allen, the butt of her jokes are
things and people she knows intimately
New York City, Jews and lesbians. But
like Levy's rye bread; you don't have to
be Jewish - or a lesbian, for that matter - to like her work. She pokes fun at
the Borscht Belt, Brooklyn and the
Brahmins of the arts-funding world.
Up at the Catskills resort , where tennis, miniature tennis and tennis for
tykes, are readily available, Robin and
her lover, Shirley (played by the star of
The Well of Horniness, Holly Hughes)
are on their honeymoon. The honey. moon obviously has its problems:
Shirley wants to spend the time
together, Robin wants ·to spend the
time eating and watching cable television , the latter something she doesn't
have in her New York apartment.
Also, Shirley feels just a little out of
place at Grossingers: "How come
we're the only people under age 65 at
our table?" It is also the only singles'
table in the resort's enormous dining
room. This does not bother Robin who
is quite taken with the cocktail franks
and endless second helpings.
When Robin prefers the desserts and
the tele~ised football playoffs to
miniature tennis, and her lover deserts
her, the scene moves back to the city
and Canarsie. Here, we learn Robin is
"the director, producer, writer and' star
of the Carnarsie Touring Company."
Now, to put the absurdity of the title
_into its proper perspective - a personal aside. I grew up in the · Bronx,
which as all New Yorkers know, is the
other end of the world from Brooklyn.
When I misbehaved as a child, my
mother would threaten to send me to
Oshkosh or Carnarsie. I was 18 before I
learned there really was a place called
Oshkosh. It is in Wisconsin. I was 20
and had not left New York before I

found out there is really a place called
Carnarsie. It is Brooklyn. It is also, as
the play makes quite clear, a hike from
the nearest subway line and just a whiff
away one of the City's only two
operating landfills.•
At Robin's mother's house in Carnarsie - where corn is eaten out of the can
and meea 1es tendtthoerecsemmbale f~sodafgigehntts
- w 1 arn
o P ny
,
played by Stephanie Doba, has booked
Robin for a tour of the B'nai B'riths of
Brooklyn: Her career can only go up
from there. Who knows? With luck,
Robin might even wind up being the
warm-up act at Grossingers. And with
Robin's view of the world, that would
come close to heaven.
The play, which is in search of an
ending, provides a great deal of fun for
both the audience and the actors. Its $5
ticket price is one of the few bargains
left in New York. Whining and Dining, a
More Fire! Production, is at University

Burlington, VT_ AIDS: A Vermont Problem
Too, a symposium sponsored by Vermonters
for Lesbian & Gay Rights; Red Cross Building . On Saturday the all-day symposium will
be held at Carpenter Hall, Rowell Building,
UVM. Info : Brian Gallagher, (802 ) 862 _8563
(h)
·t
M · St #A B I' t
, orwn e: 288 - am ·, 1' ur mg on,
VT 05401.
C b "d
f . h W h" S . . of the St reets and runs through Jan.
am n ge - Inter a1t
ors 1p erv1ce 13th.
sponsored by Friends for Lesbian & Gay I
- Leslie Gevirtz
Concerns (Quakers); 5 Longfellow Park .
7:30PM . Info: 354-3781 .
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